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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE
Why some children experience little difficulty learning
to read while others, taught in the same classroom
environment, experience problems has been a continuing
concern of researchers and educational practitioners over
the past decades.

Specifically, the disproportionate number

of black students who find learning reading skills difficult
remains a problem even though enormous amounts of federal,
state and local money, and decades of research have
attempted to solve it (Simons, 1979).

Findings on school

performance continue to show a gap in average achievement
level between middle-class and minority children, a gap that
increases with grade level (Harlem Youth Opportunities
Unlimited, 1975).

According to recent reading test data

released by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(1982), this gap has not been narrowed for black American
students.
In considering patterns of learning of minority
children, a paradox is evident:

while many of these

children display language and learning competence in their
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home and community environments, they are often slow to
learn academic skills and content in mainstream schools
(Piestrup, 1973; Ward, 1971).

Past hypotheses generated

from language deficit and difference models have been found
inadequate of explaining the reading problems of many black
children attending mainstream schools (Shuy, 1979; Simons,
1979).

Other studies, however, indicate that cultural

differences between home and classroom interactive
requirements may be critical factors related to minority
problems.

This notion is supported by recent ethnographies

examining interaction between teachers and minority students
during lessons {Au and Mason, 1981; Gallimore and Au, 1979;
Moll et.al., 1980; Philips, 1972).

These studies advance

the notion that children's learning can be made difficult
when the interactive requirements to participate in
classroom learning activities are incongruent with those
used in the home and community.

Additionally, this research

indicates that differences in interaction styles are
compounded by teachers' managerial decisions to gain student
cooperation (Doyle, 1979):

teachers make interactional

demands of students to comply as a pre-condition to gaining
academic information.
While this perspective may partially explain minority
students' reading difficulties, it fails to account for the
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fact that, in spite of the potential for learning
interference, some blacks do learn to read easily.
addition, some whites have difficulty.

In

Therefore, it

appears that issues involved here cannot be explained by
cultural difference alone.

What does make a difference in

minority students' reading success?

Hence, this research

examined factors differentiating successful and unsuccessful
black students only.

Knowledga of such within-group

differences was considered necessary to subsequent
understanding about differences (or similarities) between
groups.
This researcher recognizes the value of adopting a
conceptual framework which accounts for both cultural
(sociolinguistic) and social (interactional) factors to
describe the nature of teacher-student interactions and how
these factors may affect learning to read for some black
students.

Within this framework, difficulties of blacks are

conceived as resulting from cultural differences in norms
governing language use and from conventional social practice
through which the information communicated during
interaction and events differentiate students.

These

cultural and social factors were studied in the classroom by
focusing on the concepts of "participation structures" and
"student competence."

As teacher constructed opportunities
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for classroom interaction, participation structures serve as
a filter* through which students must pass if they are to
gain access to the academic information embedded in
classroom activities (or lessons).

"Competent" students are

those who are able to meet the linguistic and interactional
demands of participation structures.

It was expected that

competent students would exhibit greater learning gains than
their noncompetent peers.
Directed by this framework and because of the
multifaceted and complex nature of classroom interaction
processes implied by it, a naturalistic study of one
classroom was conducted.

Because cultural and social

factors may be especially important as students adapt
initially to the demands of the classroom, kindergarten
children were selected.

This study investigated classroom

activities or sources of learning information, the teacher's
participation structures during these sources, black student
competence in handling these participation structures and
the association between activities, structures, competence,
and academic performance.
examined:

Specifically, this study

(1) how cultural and social factors serve as a

filter through which black kindergarten children gain access

*The term "filter" is used metaphorically to represent
interactive phenomena which may differentiate access to
learning information.
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to participation structures,

(2) how student competence in

participation structures is achieved (or not achieved) and
3) how access impacts on learning and the evaluation of
learning.
To conduct this investigation, an integrated semi-urban
kindergarten class was studied during the first half of the
1980-81 school year.

Data was collected through intensive

observation of interactions during class sessions.
teacher interviews were also conducted.

Indepth

It was anticipated

that these procedures would illuminate the cultural and
social factors that affect classroom reading opportunities.
Once these factors were mapped, their impact on student
outcomes was examined.

It was expected that knowledge

concerning such relationships would contribute to an
understanding of why, within the same classroom environment,
some black students find it difficult to learn to read while
others do not.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
As background for the conceptual framework and proposed
study, literature was reviewed in five areas:

1) previous

deficit and difference hypotheses generated to explain
reading problems among blacks; 2) sociolinguistic conflict
as a general source of learning interference; 3)
conventional classroom practices and demands required of
competent students; 4) a cultural theory of education in
which social interaction is a major determinant of what is
learned, and 5) conventional readiness programs and the
presentation of reading information.
Past Hypotheses Explaining Reading Failure Among Blacks
Past hypotheses generated to explain why a
disproportionate number of blacks attending mainstream
schools fail to achieve the same levels of reading
competence as their white counterparts have focused on
language deficit and linguistic difference models, the
latter including differences in both the structure and use
of language.
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Language Deficit Model
The language deficit model maintains .that the language
of black children (SBE) is an inferior form of English.
This form is believed to be an inadequate vehicle for
thinking and learning to read standard
1979; Stubbs, 1976).

~nglish

(Simons,

This view holds a close relationship

between language and reading and the mismatch between black
children's language and the language used in schools,
especially in reading texts, interferes with black
children's reading.

Therefore, this view promotes to

changing black children's language by eliminating black
dialect and replacing it with standard English (SE).

A

frequently adopted strategy has been to teach SE as a second
dialect prior to, or concurrently with, reading instruction.
The objective of this strategy is to remove the source of
the problem (Venezky, 1970).

Shuy (1979) and Simons (1979)

maintain that the majority of teachers of black children
hold this deficit view.
Adopting the deficit view of SBE is a form of
linguistic stereotyping and can affect learning outcomes.
For example, in two studies examining language attitudes of
black and white teachers from Chicago and Tennessee,
Williams (1972) found that teachers devalue the silent
pauses, grammatical and phonological deviations of SBE and
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use these cues for categorizing speakers as cognitively
disadvantaged.

These attitudes can be transmitted to pupils

as expectations and become self-fulfilling prophecies
(Abrahams, 1976; Clyne, 1979) reflected in student
withdrawal, alienation from classroom learning tasks and
ultimately reading failure for many blacks.

A statement

from Piestrup (1973) about teacher attitudes toward SBE is
relevant:
---efforts to find deficits in children or
focus on their language differences may only
conpound the problems of negative teacher
expectations and evade the problem of
functional conflict between teachers and
children with different cultural background.
Teachers can alienate children from learning
by subtly rejecting their black speech.
They
can discourage them by implying by tone,
gesture and even by silence that the children
lack potential.
Children, in turn, can show
their resilience by engaging in verbal play
and ritual insult apart from the teacher, or
they can withdraw into a moody silence.
Neither strategy helps them to learn to read.
(p. 170)
Stubbs (1976) argues that black children do not have a
language deficit and that the notion of language deficiency
rests in large part on misunderstandings about the
relationships between nonstandard language, concept
formation, explicitness and logic.

Labov (1969) points out

a common misconception of the link between logic and
explicitness.

A criticism frequently raised against black

pupil's speech by teachers is that it is 'badly connected'
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and inexplicit.

Omitting the verb ''to be" in the sentence

''he my brother," is seen as an indication of inexplicitness.
However, the structure of SBE does not call for the verb ''to
be" in such sentences.

Stubbs (1976) discusses other

langauges which use no verbal connective, such as Russian,
Hungarian and Arabic.

To teach a black child to insert

connectives in such sentences would be to teach a different
form of surface grammar, not logic, concepts, nor
explicitness.

Similarily, although failure to mark the past

tense in the verb is common in a SBE sentence like "He come
yesterday," this omission does not indicate a failure to
perceive past time.

That SBE speakers understand linguistic

distinctions which they do not themselves make has been
documented by Labov (1969).

He asked black youths to repeat

the sentence: "I asked Alvin if he knows how to play
basketball.''

The children were unable to repeat this

standard English sentence, and instead regularly produced a
SBE form such as "I axt Alvin does he know how to play
basketball.''

That is, they produced a version which

differed in surface structure, but clearly, the children had
understood the meaning of the original sentence, since they
could immediately and correctly translate the sentence into
their own dialect.
In a later study Labov (1970) documented that
when isolated sentences were produced,
students had difficulty comprehending the
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past tense (ed) marker.
But interference did
not occur during connected-discourse because
syntactic and semantic information provided
redundant cues to meaning which SBE speakers
easily comprehended.
Labov concludes that there is no evidence for cognitive
correlates of a black child's speech form and specifically
none for their inability to understand concepts communicated
through the SE form.
In sum, positions which assert that dialectical
varieties of language are deficient and therefore cause
cognitive deficiencies are unfounded (Labov, 1969, 1970;
Simons, 1979, Stubbs, 1976).

Since no clear relation can be

demonstrated between forms of language and forms of
cognition, a 'correlation' simply exists between two groups
of children who use different language forms and who also
perform differently on cognitive tasks.

Such a

'correlation' is not a demonstration of causality (Stubbs,
1976).
Difference Model of Language Structure
The structural difference view maintains that there is
a relationship between one's vernacular language and ease in
learning to read.

Where there exists a mismatch between

children's dialect and the SE used in schools and in reading
texts, problems of linguistic interference may arise for
these children when they try to learn to read (Simons,
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1979).

Proponents of this view advocate several strategies

for dealing with the match problem, including teaching the
child SE speech patterns prior to teaching reading; changing
materials used in teaching reading so that they reflect the
structural features of SBE, and retaining SE texts but
allowing the child to give SBE readings (Cazden, 1972).
Research indicates, however, that structural
differences do not significantly interfere with reading.
For example, Rystrom (1970) found that neither oral language
nor reading was affected by instruction in SE prior to
reading instruction.

Melmed (1971) found that third grade

black children differed from whites both in auditory
discrimination and production of phonological features but
that there was no evidence of phonological interference in
reading because blacks did not differ from whites in their
ability to comprehend such features in oral and silent
reading.

Johnson and Simons (1972) compared the

comprehension and recall of second and third grade black
children after reading stories written in both SE and SBE
syntax.

They found no difference between the versions on

comprehension and recall.
Other studies of SBE speaking children in grades two
through four have been conducted by Labov (1970), Marwitt
and Newman (1974), Nolen (1972), Schaaf (1971), and Simons
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and Johnson (1974).

These researchers used a variety of

reading materials (including passages from different reading
texts), each written in black dialect and SE.

The results

revealed either no differences between the versions or
better reading of the SE versions.

In no instance was the

black dialect version read better (Simons, 1979).
In a thorough search of dialect variation studies to
find evidence for structural sources of reading
interference, Hall and Guthrie (1979) conclude that, taken
as a whole, these studies fail to adequately identify
structural sources of interference.

While recognizing that

structural differences between SE and SBE do exist, evidence
that they actually interfere to a significant degree with
the black child's learning to read has not been
demonstrated.

These conclusions are supported by Simons

(1979) and Lamb (1979) who have also reviewed studies of
structural dialect variation.

Based upon such findings,

Simons (1979) proposes that the real issue is not whether
structural differences interfere with black children's
reading, but whether the problem is one of miscommunication
during the interactive process of teaching and learning
reading.
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Sources of Sociolinguistic Conflict
Difference Model of Language Use
Within the larger linguistic difference perspective,
another model suggests that language use, rather than
structure, is the critical factor in ease of reading
acquisition (Cazden, 1981; Stubbs, 1976).

Different styles

of language use may arise as a result of differences in
social occasions when linguistic forms are thought to be
appropriate (Stubbs, 1976).

Specifically, differences in

the ways language is used outside the classroom can result
in misunderstandings about interactive requirements in the
classroom during lessons.
At the base of this sociolinguistic conflict is the
notion of "functional language competence" (Shuy, 1979).
This competence is derived from cultural background
experience and is the underlying knowledge which individuals
need in order to engage in interaction in ways that enable
their utterances to achieve intended goals and in order to
understand others' utterances in terms of their goals.
Hymes (1972) speaks of this ability as "communicative
competence," which is knowledge of how to use language
appropriately in different social contexts.

According to

Hymes, this competence requires both social and linguistic
competence, e.g., the ability to monitor context in order to
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know what social behavior should be adopted, along with
using the appropriate linguistic form.
Since different cultural groups have quite different
sociolinguistic assumptions (norms) about how and when it is
appropriate to use certain language behaviors (Goffman,
1972; Kochman, 1972), it is important to recognize that
different cultural groups may react in widely
to what are apparently similar contexts.

diff~rent

ways

For example, the

high value placed on verbal skills in Afro-American culture
is well documented by the field studies of Labov (1972) and
Abrahams (1973).

Abrahams notes that in black communities,

communicative competence is judged on how well the speaker
can affect the audience arid enlist overt'("smooth talk")
expressions of involvement (Abrahams, 1973).

Audience

participation may take the form of brisk verbal interchange
(as in "playin the dozens") or clapping and chanting is
common during black church services and other group
activities.

Thus, the communicative act is commonly viewed

as a performance in the black cutlure.

Communicative acts

are frequently accompanied by appropriate body movements as
well.

Kochman (1972) points out that these behaviors are

informal communicative styles commonly used in the black
community, while a formal style is valued in mainstream
schools.

To display these competencies in the mainstream
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classroom may be misinterpreted as showing off, ridiculing,
or disturbing (Abrahams,

1973).

To further illustrate how cultural norms may interfere
·with learning in mainstream schools, Kochman (1972) offers
the example of use of profanity in schools.

Kochman

suggests that while the mainstream classroom traditionally
requires the formal style of speech from students, the
classroom is frequently defined by the black inner city
student as an informal speech setting.

Kochman maintains

that black children commonly regard the use of informal
language as entirely appropriate (and perhaps necessary to
gain peer status) in the educational setting, although the
dominant culture considers such behavior inappropriate.
Ward (1971) cites similar misunderstandings within the
white-culture school attended by Rosepoint, Louisiana,
blacks.

She reports that, to administrators, the black

child's informal speech repertoire was regarded as the "MF
problem."

Ward maintains that such differences in

sociolinguistic norms of language use were responsible for
teacher-pupil misunderstandings that resulted in black
children being considered rude and disrespectful.

I t is

obvious that if these culture-specific interactive styles
are displayed in classrooms governed by different
sociolinguistic norms, misunderstanding and communication of
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intended information may result.

(Note:

For a

comprehensive treatment of the expressive styles commmon in
the black community,
Kockman,

see Abrahams,

1973; Foster, 1974;

1972).

Classroom Participation Structures:
Crucial Factors Affecting Learning Outcomes
There is convincing evidence to suggest that minority
students' problems in learning to read are grounded in the
fact that teachers'

social organization strategies are

incongruent with minority students' communicative
competencies.

For example, Labov (1969) noted that black

children produced vivid, complex language in peer play
situations, but were monosyllabic and defensive in classroom
situations characterized by asymmetrical (teacher controlled
interaction with students giving frequent short responses)
discourse.

Philips (1972) found the same tendency among

American Indian children; they were expressive outside the
classroom but silent,

reticent and defensive during

classroom discourse.

In these examples, norms for

instructional settings were found to differ significantly
from the norms learned by minority students for
communication outside the school.

As a result,

attempts to

exchange reading information in school were misunderstood
and unsuccessful (Gumperz,

1981).

Several studies on

teaching blacks to read in mainstream schools have contained
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similar observations (Byers and Byers, 1972; Labov, 1970;
Piestrup, 1973; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Ward, 1971).
The cause of such conflict in classrooms is suggested
by Stubbs (1976) and Edwards and Furlong (1978) in their
discussions of classroom discourse features.

These authors

indicate that American mainstream schools have traditionally
seen it as one of their functions to disseminate a standard
language.

As a result, classroom discourse is commonly

organized in ways which deprive SBE speaking students of
opportunities to demonstrate their communicative
competencies.

These sociolinguists point out, for example,

that classroom dialogue reflects mainstream adult-child
discourse structure.

This discourse is asymmetrical, ·with

teachers contributing two-thirds of the language (on the
average) and is characterized by the "question-answerevaluation" sequence.

These features commonly place

students in passive roles.

Such organization of language

and its use constrain classroom participation for blacks who
may be culturally oriented to be active during interactions
(Cazden, 1980; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; MitchellKernan, 1972).

It appears, therefore, that teacher's social

organization strategies to facilitate the exchange of
information ought to be congruent with students'
communicative competencies, i.e., if instruction is to
result in learning.
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Cazden (1980) explains that instructional settings
reflect cultural congruence when social organization enables
the exercise of students' communicative competencies while
at the same time enabling the presentation of standard
academic content.

That some instructional settings are more

appropriate than others for accommodating students'
communicative competencies has been demonstrated by several
ethnographic studies (Gallimore and Au, 1979; Mason, 1980;
Moll et al., 1980; Philips, 1972).

These studies examine

the academic learning outcomes of minority students
attending mainstream schools and demonstrate that outcomes
do vary as a function of differences in social organizations
during lessons.

These researchers found that· certain

interactional structures included the linguistic and/or
interpersonal forms already learned by minority students.
In classrooms where these structures were used, minority
students performed better on academic tasks.

The

researchers concluded that such structures make it easier
for these students to participate and demonstrate academic
content.
For example, Philips (1972) studied the interactive
behaviors of children on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation
in Oregon, both in and out of the classroom.

She identified

different interactional structures (opportunities to engage
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in interaction), which she termed "participant structures."
She defined these as typical interactional arrangements of
speakers and listeners within social occasions.
Philips (1972) identified four participant structures
used by teachers in the public school classroom on the Warm
Springs reservation.*
-teacher interacts with all of the students;
teacher determines whether she talks to one or
all, receives responses individually or in chorus,
and voluntarily or without choice;
-teacher interacts with only some students at
once (as in small reading groups); participation
is usually mandatoray rather than voluntary,
individual rather than chorus and each student is
expected to participate verbally;
-all students work independently at their
desks with the teacher explicitly available for
student initiated verbal interaction; initiation
is made by raising a hand or by approaching the
teacher and interaction is not witnessed by class
members;
-small groups of students, run by themselves,
with the distant supervision of the teacher.
By contrast with non-Indian children, Philips (1972)
found the Indian children reluctant to participate in the
first two structures, which were the most frequently used.
She found the students were more talkative in the last two
arrangements.

Philips explains this pattern with reference

*Others have described additional participation structures
as different configurations of Philip's listing.
Silence
has also been identified as a participation structure
(Erickson and S<;:hultz, 1977).
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to differences between participation structures used for
learning in the school and those of the Indian child's home
and community.

In their homes,

Indian children learn by a

combination of observation (few oral directions are given),
supervised participation (with no single authority), private
self-initiated self-testing (individuals decide their own
competence, and participation in events at will, involvement
by individual choice in any event).

In the school, children

were expected to learn in vastly different ways.

They were

requested to follow frequent oral commands, display
competence by public verbal demonstrations initiated by an
authority figure,

and participation was imposed.

Philips

concludes that with this degree of sociolinguistic
difference, classroom social interactions contributed to
alienation instead of learning.

She explains that if talk

fails to occur, then the channel through which learning
lessons are conducted is cut off; the structure of classroom
interaction that depend on dialogue between teacher and
students breaks down and no longer function to facilitate
interest or learning (Philips, 1972).
Each of the participation structures identified by
Philips is characterized by norms governing who initiates
interaction with whom, under what circumstances and
according to what particular linguistic requirements (Mehan,
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1980).

Gumperz (1981) suggests that participation

structures "characterize the constellation of norms, mutual
rights, and obligations that shape social relationships,
determine participants' perceptions about what goes on, and
influence learning" (p. 7).

Sociolinguists suggest that

these arrangements arise from the teachers' role in making
most of the decisions necessary to secure orderly
interaction, controlling the content of what is said and
controlling its transmission by allocating turns at speaking
and listening (Stubbs, 1976).
How classroom participation structures can affect
learning outcomes is further demonstrated by Gallimore and
Au (1979).

In teaching reading to Hawaiian children in the

Kamehameha Early Childhood Program (KEEP), Gallimore and Au
introduced children, whose reading achievement in regular
classrooms had been very low, to a new reading program.
Reading scores of first-grade children increased from an
average of the 19th percentile in the preceeding three years
to the 69th percentile.

According to Gallimore and Au,

success was attributed to the Experience-Text-Relationship
(ETR) which constituted three-part reading lessons.

During

the lessons, the teacher began by evoking comments from
children about their experiences which related to the story.
Unlike the participation structures commonly used in
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mainstream schools (students wait to be called and speak one
at a time), the teacher evoked responses by allowing
children to share turns in joint performance (rapid
interaction between teacher and children, and cooperative
interaction among children building on one another's
responses).

Interactional rules of this structure were

congruent with those of "story talk," a common non-classroom
speech event for Hawaiian children, which is a collaborative
narrative of personal experience.

Following this

interaction the teacher assigned sections of the story to be
read silently, then asked questions about the text.

The

researchers argue that using feedback from the previous
discussion these questions were presented within a familiar
context, thus, cuing students of teacher expectations and
leading them to correct responses.

Finally, relationships

were drawn between students' experiences and text
information to give students systematic practice in the
application of cognitive strategies related to understanding
reading.

The success of KEEP, according to the researchers,

rested on the fact that these three steps encouraged the
continued application of naturally developed interactional
strategies to perform classroom tasks.

Similarily, Au and

Mason (1981), in continued research among Hawaiian children,
examined the structure of reading lessons and found that
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children learned to read better when the lessons were
organized to allow for a "balance of rights" in speaking and
turn taking between teacher and students.

The balance

between the interactional rights of teacher and students
enabled higher achievement because this interactive
arrangement was aligned with students' culturally patterned
interactive experiences.

Hence, students found it less

difficult to learn lesson content.
In a comparison of organization of different reading
lessons, Moll et. al.

(1980) found that poor reading

performance among Spanish-American bi-lingual students was
associated with the social organization of lesson content.
Some students were were unable to correctly sound out
English words.

Consequently, because the reading program

required success in phonics as a prerequisite to
comprehension, these children were drilled in pronunciation
instead of comprehension when reading stories.

The

researchers observed, however, that students appeared to
understand- what they read, although their oral reading was
affected by Spanish phonemes.

The researchers believed that

as a result of the curriculum program and the participation
structures used during lessons, students were denied
opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge of story
content.
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These studies (Gallimore and Au, 1979; Moll et al.,
1980; Philips, 1972) illustrate ·that participation
structures as teacher-directed interactive arrangements
provide access to important settings in which academic
information is presented and shared.

They also provide

insight as to why some structures are more beneficial than
others for encouraging some students to learn.

That is,

certain participation structures incorporate the
communicative competencies of students, thus making it
easier for them to participate and demonstrate academic
content.

However, these studies fail to explain why some

minority students learn to read, while others, taught in the
same environment, do ncit.

Although these perspectives on

classrooms help to explain why some students may have more
difficulty than others in learning to read, they cannot
account for different learning outcomes within cultural
groups.

Similarly, studies directed by the cultural

difference perspectives address the cultural and social
factors in learning by comparing cultural groups in
educational settings, not individuals within these groups as
they engage in the dynamics of adapting to interactional
demands.

An important question, therefore, seems to be what

teacher-student interactional factors influence the
demonstration of interactional competence in ways that
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affect access to information for individual students.
Answers to this question depend on control of background
factors and consideration of what teachers and certain kinds
of students routinely do together in classrooms.
Teacher Decisions and Demands for Coooeration
Doyle (1979) adds the notion that participation
structures reflect the ways teachers perceive teaching tasks
and structure activities to achieve their goals.

Doyle's

focus is on teachers' information-processing during the
interactive phase of teaching and on how teachers'
perceptions during these interactions influence their
strategies for classroom management.
teachers' managerial

d~cisions

Doyle maintains that

indicate they structure task

activities primarily to gain and sustain "cooperative"
behavior (a social skill), as a precondition for learning.
Doyle views successful learning outcomes as dependent on
students' cooperative responses to the teacher's managerial
arrangements, thereby, suggesting that of the skills
(linguistic and social) required for compliance in
participation structures, social skills may the more
important one.
Doyle views the classroom from an ecological
perspective and employs an informatior.-processing model that
accounts for the special character of the classroom as a
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complex environment.* His analysis provides a framework for
understanding how teachers use their knowledge of classroom
experiences to predict and manage student behavior through
task planning and interaction arrangements (participation
structures).

Teachers do this by forming schema whereby

elements of the classroom environment are grouped,
categorized and labeled (Doyle, 1979; Hamilton, 1976).
According to Doyle, a ·schema maps relationships among
classroom events which, once formulated, enables the quick
recognition and interpretation of disruptive events so as to
manage student behavior in compliance with the teacher's
task goals.
Examples of how teachers apply this knowledge is
evidenced in conventional decisions about class grouping,
group composition, the duration of activities and
interactive structures.

Doyle cites evidence that teachers

most frequently employ strategies to teach large numbers of
students at the same time (Cone, 1978; Yinger, 1977) with a
single continuous input source (such as teacher, filmstrip,
workbook etc.) to discourage self-initiated student
interaction.

Limitation of students' interactive decisions

*Doyle (1979) recognizes properties of classrooms as
environments where many phenomena occur over time,
including; variety of student needs and willingness to
participate; simultaneous occurrences; unpredic~ability;
history; and requirements to make frequent and rapid
decisions.
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is believed to play a crucial role in gaining and
maintaining cooperation (Doyle, 1979).

Studies indicate

these strategies reflect teacher beliefs that total group
and assymetrical participation structures have higher
student cooperation than sub-group or discussion-type
arrangements (Kounin and Gump, 1974).

This emphasis on

cooperation directs attention to the operations of teaching
and to questions of cooperative behavior during task
implementation.
Doyle (1979) conceives student cooperation in a context
with wide applicability, including participation according
to interactive norms across different social settings and
teachers.

According to Doyle, students fail to display

cooperation when rules for appropriate behavior, as
determined by the teacher's strategies to achieve task
goals, are violated.
demands,

Such rules may cover a wide range of

including requirements that students obtain

permission to leave their seats, be sanctioned to speak,
follow explicit directions when moving as a group from one
location to another, where to sit, etc.

Personality traits

expressed by interpersonal manner (being very friendly and
"out going", bossy, hostile, etc.) may also be regarded as
noncooperative behavior when displayed in ways that
interfere with task goals (Doyle, 1979; McDermott, 1974).
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Additional factors which may influence cooperation are
suggested by Doyle.

The ability to perform certain tasks

may influence cooperation; that is, cooperation may depend
on acquired skills required to participate with interest and
satisfaction.

For example, a kindergarten child unable to

perform fine motor tasks may exhibit restless behavior
during paper-and-pencil tasks.

Environmental factors,

such

as classroom disruptions from visitors and other students,
may also influence cooperation (Adams, 1972).

Generally,

any behavior which interferes with teacher goals would be
considered a transgression of cooperation.
The high priority teachers give to gaining cooperation
and the strategies they employ to manage classrooms, suggest
that cooperative students must acquire knowledge of and
demonstrate communicative competence whenever participation
structure requirements change.

How requirements are taught

and learned in the classroom so that communicative
competence may be demonstrated is embedded in the social
processes acting within the classroom (Cazden, 1976; Doyle,
1977; Erickson and Shultz, 1977; Mehan, 1980; Stubbs, 1976).
These writers maintain that rules for expected behavior are
learned as a result of functional cues exchanged during
teacher-student interaction.

When cues are consistent, they

provide the information necessary for defining what teachers
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regard as cooperative behavior in different situations.
Demonstration of this cooperation serves to define expected
behavior in like situations.

A student's ability to

identify and use these cues is called "interpretive
competence" (Mehan, 1980).

When a student fails to perceive

these cues, or when cues are not interpreted as intended,
they are not functional; they fail to provide the
information necessary to demonstrate communicative
competence and, therefore, cooperation.

An important

prerequisite for demonstrating cooperation seems to be,
therefore, interpretive competence; e.g., learning
functional contextual cues and demonstrating the correct
interpretation of these cues by exhibiting behavior expected
by the teacher.

Mehan (1980) uses the term "interactional

competence" to include both communicative and interpretive
competence.

By doing ~o, he illustrates that the functions

of both components are reciprocal and interdependent.
The ability of some students to exercise interactional
competence may be hampered because of inconsistency and
ambiguity in teacher cues.

Zahorik (1968) found

inconsistency in teacher feedback practices; e.g., teachers'
responses frequently did not depend on the quality of
student responses, thus confusing students in their efforts
to gain functional information about academic (content)
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expectations.

Similar findings are reported by Mehan who

found that teacher instructions were incomplete and did not
delineate fully the requirements for expected behavior
(Mehan, 1974).

One reason for the inconsistency of teacher

cues may be the quantitative

de~ands

(e.g., number of

students, amount of material to be taught, distractions,
duration of activities) that are intrinsic features of
classroom life (Doyle, 1979).

Because of these factors,

Barns (1974) has suggested that successful students must
demonstrate differential attentiveness:

the ability to

distinguish between significant and insignificant
information during monitoring.

Students may also need to

demonstrate compensative skills (resources other than
teacher cues)

(Mehan, 1974) to obtain accurate information

about teacher expectations; e.g., by monitoring alternate
information sources such as peer responses.
In sum, it would appear that sophisticated monitoring
skills are essential for students to demonstrate
cooperation.

Just as teachers engage in information-

processing during the interactive phase of teaching, so too
must students process information from the flow of classroom
events to know moment-to-moment expectations and demonstrate
interactional competence.

The difficulties some students

have in learning teacher cues may result in failure to
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demonstrate the interactional competence required to gain
access to participation structures and, thereby, to acquire
information necessary for learning to read.
Implicit in the notion of interactional competence,
thus far developed, is the suggestion that classroom
learning depends exclusively on whether or not students
adapt to teacher demands.

While the research reviewed

indicates that adaptability is essential for classroom
learning, there is also evidence that students are able to
structure and modify the classroom environment just as they
are structured and modified by teacher demands (Doyle, 1979;
Erickson and Shultz, 1977; Mehan, 1980).
The Student Role and Demonstration of Competence
Directing attention to the student role, Mehan (1980)
suggests that students are active classroom participants who
make choices in whether and how to be involved in
participation structures.

According to Mehan, the

"competent student" integrates interactional competence with
academic content, and attends to both teacher and student
agendas simultaneously.
Maintaining that successful students must integrate
interactional competence with academic content, Mehan draws
attention to the fact that successful interaction and
academic participation are each a condition of the other,
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and a requirement (competence) for learning during teacher
tasks.

That is, students must demonstrate interactionally

appropriate ways to cast their knowledge.

When students are

required to display what they know during lessons, they must
synchronize the required interactive form (determined by
context) together with the required academic content.

The

absence of competence along either the interactional or
academic dimension can disrupt the flow of lesson
interaction.

It may be a violation of cooperation in the

teacher's participation structure and may result in failure
to gain access to lesson content.
In a kindergarten classroom, for example, the teacher
may initiate a round of student responses by asking for
words that begin with the "c" sound.

To demonstrate

interactional competence a student would be required, first
of all, to determine the kind of participation structure
being employed according to teacher expectations for turn
taking at that moment.

Next, the student would need to

demonstrate an interest in displaying knowledge of words
beginning with the "c" sound by successfully bidding for a
turn.

Finally, the child would need to produce an

academically appropriate response.

To respond in a way in

which these requirements are not integrated could constitute
failure to demonstrate interactional competence and
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cooperation.

Incorrect academic content demonstrated in the

appropriate form could represent a lack of academic
knowledge.

Similarly, correct information presented in an

inappropriate form could indicate a lack of interactional
competence.
(1977);

i.e.,

An exception to this rule is reported by Doyle
some teachers appear to tolerate student

transgressions.(to the bid-for-turn rule) when student
interruptions are topically related.
Even though student cooperation is required for
demonstrating competence, this does not mean that student
agendas must be abandoned in order to comply with teacher
demands.

Mehan (1980) maintains that an important aspect of

student competence is ability to monitor the environment for
cues which tell when and how certain self initiated agendas
may be pursued without interfering with teacher task
objectives.

This knowledge enables students to synchronize

their agendas with those of the teacher in ways that allow
both to be achieved simultaneously.
(1980)

For example, Mehan

reports how a kindergarten student used rather

sophisticated strategies to manipulate the teacher by using
the teacher's agenda (assignment of student jobs) to achieve
her own purposes (procuring a snack) while en route to the
storage cabinet to fulfill her job task.
involvement (i.e., competence) is then,

Student
another factor
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contributing (potentially) to differences in learning
outcomes.
Social Differentiation in the Classroom
An additional factor potentiallly affecting access to
information for individual students is the fact that
information conveyed in participation structures varies by
ability group, as does the kind of teacher feedback given to
students.

In other words, even when access to participation

structures is gained, learning outcomes may differ because
the information presented and the interactive styles used
are·different.
For example, Rowe (1974) found that higher achieving
students tended to receive more accurate feedback than lower
achieving students.

Thus, some students received less

accurate information about performance standards and
expectations.

Also, Mehan (1974) found that teacher

reactions to incorrect responses did not always contain
useful corrective information, and there was considerable
variability in the practice of labeling responses as correct
or incorrect; that is, the same student response received
opposite reactions from the teacher at different points in
the same lesson.
behaviors.

Zahorik's (1968) study documented similar

Additionally, teachers are frequently inaccurate

in judging students' ability levels.

These misjudgments may
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result in differential learning outcomes for students
because of their placement in low ability groups (Jecker, et
al., 1964).

As noted earlier, similar differentiation was

indicated by Moll et al.,

(1980) who reported that Spanish-

American children assigned to low ability reading groups
were thought unable to engage in comprehension-type
activities based on their SBE speech.

Because of this

differentiation, lesson content, and the participation
structure employed to facilitate lessons in phonics,
deprived these children of discussion opportunities to
demonstrate knowledge Of comprehension.

Also, these

students were denied opportunities to gain new information
through the discussion-type lessons used with students whose
speech more closely resembled standard English.

Other

teacher behaviors showing differential treatment 0£ students
by low ability group assignment is documented by Brophy and
Good (1974) who found the amount and quality of teacherpupil contacts to be inversely related to the assigned
ability level of students.

This finding is futher supported

by Weinstein (1976) who reports that experienced teachers
spend less time with low ability first grade reading groups.
Similarly, McDermott (1978) found that low ability first
grade students were offered differential environments for
getting organized and being on task during reading lessons.
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Specifically procedures for allocating turns were different
in the high and low groups and the teacher interrupted
students in the low group more frequently.

These practices

may result in differential learning outcomes since they deny
some students opportunities and/or information needed to
demonstrate competence.
The Interactionist Perspective
Interactionism:

A Critical Factor

Evidence of social differentiation in the classroom
suggests that succeis or failure may not be so much a
function of the appropriateness of teacher constructed
participation structures, as a function of the social
interaction between teacher and student; that is, the
capability of teacher and student to arrive at agreement as
to what behaviors constitute cooperation, and the
demonstration of competence in participation structures
enabling access to information.
interactional phenomena.

Clearly, these are

Differential learning outcomes may

be explained by viewing these interactional phenomena in
terms of the meanings (embedded in the notion of relational
messages) communicated during teacher-student interaction.
That is, the implicit messages communicated to some students
may indicate differentiation in both interaction and
expectations.
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From such a perspective, reading failure may be
explained in terms of interactive conventions and practices
in the classroom.

Such a view is necessary because of the

body of literature which, taken together, indicates that the
social organization of the classroom and the politics of
everyday classroom life are major determinants of
educational outcomes.

To accommodate this view, a cultural

theory of education will be employed.
Cultural Theory of Education
Operationalized in the Classroom
According to the "general cultural theory of education''
(Gearing, 1976, Gearing and Sangree, 1979), all learning is
primarily a social process.

Information is exchanged

through interaction with members of society according to
social .and cultural characteristics.

Information, skills,

abilities and interests are exchanged between some and not
with others according to selective or systematic patterns
specific to certain social categories; e.g., social class,
ethnicity, etc.

Through beliefs and conventional social

practice, opportunities for interaction among certain
categories of people are limited, results in fewer
opportunities for access to new information.

Without this

new information opportunities to develop and display new
skills and abilities are denied.

During interaction,

societal factors dictate what is taught and to whom, as well
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as how and by whom.

According to Gearing, the hidden

curriculum in schools contains the organizational and
interactional roles of the community.

This hidden

curriculum serves to establish interactive constraints which
channel individuals into the system of established role
relations.
How this hidden curriculum works to establish
interactive constraints may be generally understood in terms
of classroom practices and demands made on students.

More

specifically, teachers' implicit theories and management
strategies, establishing the social organization in the
classroom, determine what information is actually exchanged,
and thus, what individuals come to know (learn).

In terms

of interactionist theory, therefore, the dialectical
relationship between competence and participation structures
may be viewed as the mechanism which functions to "filter"
access to academic information in the classroom.
Summary
In summary, the literature reviewed thus far suggests
that the successful student must demonstrate certain
"interactional c9mpetencies" in order to negotiate teacher
designed "participation structures."

Overall, these

constructs are viewed as parameters which determine the
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extent to which a student acquires academic information.
Specifically, individual students are seen .as gaining access
to these information sources by demonstrating:
(1) Interpretive Competence:

ability to monitor

context for cues of expected interactional
behavior in participation structures; this
ability requires recognition of (and
compensation for and differentiation o.f ·the
reliability of) teacher cues.
(2) Communicative Competence:

ability to

synchronize linguistic and interpersonal
behavior according to expectations during
social situations.
(3) Interactional Competence:

ability to

integrate interpretive and communicative
competence.
(4) Student Competence:

ability to sychronize

interactional competence with academic
content, and ability to attend to both teacher
and self-initiated agendas simultaneously.
Factors related to cultural differences in language use
have been suggested as reasons why blacks have difficulties
learning to read in mainstream schools.

Furthermore, it has

been demonstrated that these factors are compounded by what
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teachers and students commonly do together in the classroom
in ways that affect the demonstration of student competence
in participation structures.

Taken together then, cultural

differences in language use and interactional styles, the
demands of participation structures (or for cooperation) in
mainstream schools, the ability to attain competence, and
the resulting patterns of social interaction may be
hypothesized as reasons for differential reading outcomes
among blacks.

Before this study can proceed, however, it is

necessary to know what reading-related information is made
available and what learning is expected to occur in the
kindergarten classroom.
Reading in the Kindergarten Classroom
To understand how classroom social interaction may
affect learning to read, it is necessary to examine what
information is at stake in beginning reading.

Specifically,

readiness and beginning reading requirements is examined as
well as the nature of successful readiness programs.
Additionally, the interactions which these requirements
demand of the "competent students" are discussed.
Reading Readiness
The concept of readiness can be viewed differently
depending on what is expected of the beginning reader and
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the child's ability to satisfy these expectations (Harris
and Smith, 1980).

For example, some may equate readiness

with ability to differentiate among isolated letter sounds
and symbols.

Others may equate readiness with ability to

recognize a sampling of whole words.

This suggests that

readiness be thought of in terms of the skills a child is
expected to learn and/or demonstrate.

That is, a child is

not simply ready or unready to learn to read, but ready for
some instructional demands and not others.
There is general agreement that the time when readiness
to read occurs is a reflection of a child's capabilities and
interest, and the degree to which instruction can
accommodate both factors (Durkin, 1978; Harris and Smith,
1980; Smith, 1975).

Accordingly, a child's readiness needs

may be conceived as an outgrowth of the capabilities
required to pursue reading interests at any given time.
When tasks follow from these needs they make sense to the
child because they build on what the child knows· and can do.
As a result, new and larger meaning systems are constructed,
enabling subsequent learning (Furth, 1970; Smith, 1975).
According to Smith (1979) readiness and reading are
inseparable.

That is, when children engage in readiness

tasks that make sense to them, they are demonstrating not
only readiness, but the act of reading; e.g., interpreting
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and explaining perceptions of their environment; increasing
their understanding and meaning systems.

In a general

sense, then reading involves making sense of one's
experience as it relates to text.

Given this view, Smith

regards learning to read as a continual process of making
more and more sense of one's world.

This process begins

with the insight that print is meaningful and advances
through opportunities to read meaningful print (Smith,
1979).
Requirements for Beginning Readers
Smith (1979) argues that the basic capabilities needed
to develop as readers are visual and auditory acuity
(ability to distinguish familiar objects and sounds),
language ability (ability to comprehend a familiar speech
form),

and ability to learn (ability to make sense of a

familiar world outside of school).

Given these

capabilities, Smith identifies two basic requirements of
readers:

interest in making sense of print and contact with

print that makes sense.
This claim is supported by cases of children who
learned to read on their own (without formal instruction or
tutoring) by pursuing interest in letters, words and word
meanings.

For example, Durkin (1966) conducted a study of

early readers by interviewing parents of preschool readers.
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She found that these children were both interested in words
and given opportunities to read in the home.

Simiarly,

Smith's claim is supported by the case study of "John"
reported by Torrey (1969).

When John, whose language

deviated from SE both in articulation and grammar, entered
kindergarten in a predominately black school at age four, he
could both read and write.

Without direct tutoring, John

taught himself to read by looking at TV commercials and can
labels.

Torrey reports that John appeared to have asked the

right questions in his own mind about the relation between
language and print and thus to have been able to bridge the
gap between his own dialect and the printed form.

That the

children in these examples acquired basic knowledge of
letters and sounds is consistent with the findings of Mason
(1980) that letter-sign recognition and letter sound
knowledge are essential to reading.
In sum, the basic requirements for beginning reading
are identified as:

(a) ability to distinguish familiar

objects and sounds,

(b) ability to comprehend familiar

speech,

(c) ability to make sense of one's environment,

awareness that print has meaning,
sound knowledge,

(d)

(e) letter recognition and

(f) interest in reading, and (g) reading

experience which builds on existing knowledge.

While these

requirments are identified from studies of children who
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learned to read prior to entering school, it is believed
that the same cognitive requirements apply to learning to
read in the classroom.

In addition, however, classroom

learning requires a particular level of emotional and social
maturity (Doyle, 1979; Durkin, 1978; Harris and Smith,
1980).

That is, given the social nature of classroom

learning (respecting others' rights, turn-taking, etc.,)
students need to demonstrate confidence and independence
(emotional maturity), as well as cooperative behavior
(social maturity).
These basic requirements reflect particular areas of
development integrated into successful readiness programs.
Specifically, these include interest, language, cognitive,
physical-psycho-motor and emotional-social areas of
development (Harris and Smith, 1980).
Characteristics of Successful Readiness Programs
There is general agreement among reading experts that
the kindergarten child who does not read will generally
profit from a school readiness program (Durkin, 1978; Harris
and Smith, 1980; Hittleman, 1978; Spache and Spache, 1977).
These same authors claim that whatever value the
kindergarten experience has for reading progress seems
related to the extent that program

go~ls

and strategies

accommodate students' capabilities, interests and needs.
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Additionally, successful programs provide frequent
opportunities to increase competence in the use of oral
language and to participate in experiental/stimulation
activities.

How programs are designed and implemented,

therefore, appears to make a difference in learning outcomes
for some students.

Two studies particularly illustrate this

fact.
Stanchfield (1971) noted that kindergarten MexicanAmerican and black children, who were differentiated
according to readiness needs and exposed to a variety of
experiential activities reflecting abilities and interests,
and selected to develop in specific readiness areas,
surpassed the matched control group whose lessons were not
focused on the variable abilities, interests and readiness
needs of students.

These outcomes suggest that more

positive readiness gains may be realized when programs
reflect the actual abilities and interests of students.
another study, Spache et al.

In

(1965) compared the effect of

basal (commercial, highly structured) vs. prescriptive
(teacher constructed) kindergarten programs based on
students' specific readiness needs.

It was found that white

students profited more from the basal program than blacks of
similar ability, while blacks in the prescriptive program
surpassed whites in achievement.

These results prompt
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speculation about institutional factors related to learning
outcomes for blacks.

It is possible that commercial

materials, which are generally highly structured (Durkin,
1978), were less congruent with the abilities, interests and
interactive competencies of black students.

Also, perhaps

the interactive arrangements during prescriptive activities
enabled students opportunity to clarify uncertainty about
content or cooperative expectations.

From the literature

reviewed thus far, each of these factors could have
influenced Spache's study results.
Conventional Reading Readiness Practices
The goals of successful readiness programs reflect the
important areas of development reported earlier; i.e.,
reading interest, language, cognition, physical-psychomotor
The goals of

and emotional-social (Harris and Smith, 1980).

most conventional programs also reflect these areas of
development (Durkin, 1978).

Whether instruction usually

reflects the scope of program goals, however, is
questionable.

As indicated earlier, the primary goal of

teachers to optimize learning is frequently replaced by
management strategies to obtain cooperative behavior from
the greatest number of pupils (Doyle, 1979).

What teachers

actually do in the classroom, then, is important to
understanding classroom demands on students.
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The vast majority of kindergarten programs employ basal
readiness workbooks for developing readiness skills (Spache
and Spache, 1977; Durkin, 1978).

These writers indicate

that approximately 95% of primary

tea~hers

workbooks every school day.

use readiness

A content anaysis of reading

readiness workbooks (Allen, 1959) revealed that most
contained activities (listed in the following order of
frequency) such as:* (1) language (vocabulary) development
through the medium of sequential pictures;

(2) visual

discrimination involving pictures of objects, shapes,
letters and words;

(3) motor training through tracing,

copying, drawing, dot pictures and mazes;

(4) auditory

training with commrin sounds, rhyming and initial consonants.
In some areas, this instructional content appears to lack
the cognitive and emotional-social areas of development
claimed to be characteristic of conventional program goals.
Presumably, cognitive development is intended through
language and visual discrimination activities, since
activities these commonly employ tasks such as classifying,
matching, patterning, seriation, identifying relationships
of objects, cause and effect, sequencing, etc.

Also other

*Durkin (1978) maintains the content of beginning reading
materials has generally remained constant since the early
1960's when general interest in pre-first-grade reading
witnessed the transference of first-grade readiness
materials to kindergarten.
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kindergarten tasks may well provide opportunity for
emotional-social development and for cultivating reading
interest.

For example, social-emotional maturity factors

may be integrated in activities such as roll call, play,
listening to and discussing stories.

Such activities may

also develop competence in language use.
Regardless of stated program goals, individual teachers
undoubtedly vary in instructional practice.

Clearly,

individual teacher decisions to organize instruction to
integrate workbook content with other critical areas of
development cannot be considered common practice in
conventional programs.

In fact,

the opposite appears true.

Given the highly structured content and format common to
basal kindergarten materials, their use frequently shapes
teachers' behaviors to follow the prepared program (Durkin,
1978).

Knowledge of the high frequency and rigidity with

which basal materials are used provides a basis for
untlerstanding what teachers do when they teach reading, and
what they expect of students during instruction.
These descriptions of reading readiness practices imply
the nature of demands placed on students.

These demands are

of special concern, because they will direct attention to
student competencies critical in classroom reading tasks.
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Demands of Conventional Programs
It is reasonable to expect that participation
structures during workbook-type activities will usually be
asymmetrical and/or frequently require silence.

That is,

workbook-type activities have the potential for
accommodating teachers' implicit priorities to maintain high
levels of cooperation.

This is done by limiting students'

interactive decisions and managing the total class with a
common instructional input (Doyle, 1979).

Asymmetrical

participation structures may also be anticipated because the
vast majority of kindergarten students are thought to be
nonreaders who require frequent oral directions to perform
paper-and-pencil tasks properly.

Also, frequent teacher-to-

student questioning, requiring short, articulate verbal
responses (or demonstrations) may be expected to supply the
teacher with student feedback on task performance.

Clearly,

these requirements may present severe interactive
constraints for black students accustomed to audience
participation ("playin the dozens"), and whose culture
places high value on oral (verses written) competence and
body gestures (Abrahams, 1973; Mitchell-Kernan, 1972).
During the kindergarten day, activities other than
workbook lessons will require that students demonstrate
other competencies.

For example, during story time
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attentive listening may be required to
sounds or to comprehend word meanings.

d~fferentiate

letter

Unlike workbook

structures, however, choral responses may be permitted to
demonstrate this knowledge.

Additionally, sharing personal

experiences related to story content may require turntaking.

Other competencies may be required during table

play as students manipulate educational toys to develop
classification skills or knowledge of spatial relationships.
During this time children may be permitted to interact with
table members while speaking in a low conversational tone.
Some of these tasks may include more vital reading
information than others.

For example, knowledge of letter

sounds and word meanings are more vital to reading than
classification skills (Mason, 1980).

Thus, students must

differentiate between participation requirements to gain
access to all the information they need (Mehan, 1980).

The

task of obtaining this information may be compounded because
rules governing interactional competence may change within
activity segments and during transitions; thus, requiring
students to differentiate between changing structures, the
information available in these structures, and the
participation requirements to learn this information.

For

example, during workbook tasks (usually requiring silence)
the teacher may interrupt paper-and-pencil tasks and have
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students demonstrate knowledge of letters by asking them to
form the letter "c" with their fingers.

Or, individual

students may be asked to make this sign on the blackboard.
During these occasions individual assistance may be given to
students who have difficulty performing this task.

Failure

to demonstrate competence during these structure changes may
result in difficulty for some to learn lesson content
(Doyle, 1979).

For example, students in need of assistance

may profit considerably from individualized help.
Noncompetent social behavior, however, may result in teacher
decisions to correct or punish social behavior rather than
attend to learning needs (McDermott, 1974).

Therefore,

because participation structures vary in the learning
opportunities for learning reading information,

learning

requires that students gain access to some participation
structures more than others.

This situation requires that

students identify crucial structures and demonstrate social
competence to gain access to vital information.
Some students may have problems gaining access to vital
information because of differences between what they know
and what crucial participation structures demand for
demonstrating this knowledge.

While these demands are not

exclusive to classrooms where basal materials are used, they
do suggest additional demands of black students.

If
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participation structures generally accommodate mainstream
ways of interacting (Philips, 1972), some blacks may.need to
display more sophisticated interpretive skill to demonstrate
interactional competence than students of the mainstream
culture.

Additional demands will be required of students

when workbook tasks fail to accommodate their capabilities
and interests (needs).

As previously mentioned, basal

materials frequently shape teachers' behaviors to comply
with basal content and teaching strategies (Durkin, 1978) at
the expense of making instructional decisions appropriate to
students' needs.

That such practice may disregard students'

learning needs is illustrated by Torrey's (1969) case study
of "John" reported earlier.
age four.

John taught himself to read by

His knowledge of phonics and word attack skills

were strictly subordinate to reading the meaning of words.
Pre and post kindergarten testing with the Metropolitan
Readiness Test showed that John's scores were lower after
his kindergarten experience.

Torrey concludes that perhaps

the demands of skills instruction made less sense to John
than his own strategies for reading.

Since satisfying

individual needs is especially crucial at the kindergarten
level, when developmental variability is greatest (Harris
and Smith, 1980), indiscriminate use of basal
content/materials may clearly result in "nonsense activity"
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(Smith, 1979).

Repeated experiences of this kind are likely

to invite disinterest, withdrawal, task uncertainty, hostile
and defensive behavior.

Clearly, such noncooperative

behavior may deny students access to learning participation
structures, and, hence, learning opportunities, regardless
of racial identity.
Even though conventional readiness programs may be
beneficial for some students in learning to read, it is
clear that for others, these instructional programs may be
sources of interference.

This notion is recognized by

Smith's (1979) claim that in many cases, readiness may more
appropriately be thought of as the child's readiness to cope
with the demands of school programs.

This review and

discussion of readiness issues has (supporting Smith's
claim) suggested that "competent students" learn in
conventional programs because they can adjust their behavior
to classroom demands and thereby, gain access to important
reading information.
Summary
The literature reviewed here has demonstrated that
various competencies are required of students to gain access
to reading information A framework has been developed for
studying how cultural and social interactional factors may
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influence participation structures and student competencies
and, therefore, differential learning outcomes.

It was

anticipated that by employing this framework in a
naturalistic study of what one teacher and her students
commonly do together in the classroom, new information would
be found to help explain why some black students have
difficulty learning to read in classrooms.
To this end, the following research questions are
posed.
Research Questions
1.

What are the participation structures in the
kindergarten classroom?

2.

What are the competencies displayed by students?

3.

Who gains access to certain participation
structures and who does not?

4.

What reading-related information is exchanged in
these participation structures?

5.

What is the relationship between access to
participation structures and learning outcomes?

6.

What are the implications of these answers for
learning outcomes.

CHAPTER III
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH PLAN
The framework developed in Chapter II enabled
investigation of how cultural and· social factors affect
student access to classroom participation structures and,
therefore, to reading information.

This framework guided

the collection and analysis of data for this research.
The intent of this study was to develop a comprehensive
and detailed description of how children in one classroom
acquire reading information in the context of complex social
processes operating in the classroom.

To this end,

participant observation was used to collect data.

As Denzin

(1978) has indicated, participant observation is a superior
research strategy for describing both the subtle and salient
features of social interactions and for determining whether,
and how, they may over time, serve as mechanisms which bring
about change.
In this study, the research questions demand an
examination of interactional phenomena in the classroom and
the relationship of these phenomena to differential learning
outcomes among students.

Specifically, indepth data were
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needed to document:

(a) the different kinds of

participation structures in the classroom,

(b) students'

interactional (linguistic and interpersonal) competencies,
(c) who gains access to which participation structures,

(d)

what reading information is exchanged during certain
participation structures, and (e) indicators of student
progress or learning to read.
Setting and Population
One classroom was the focus of this study because of
the complexity of classroom social organization (Doyle,
1977) and the research ·aim of revealing those subtle
interctive processes which affect differential learning
outcomes.

Concentrating on one classroom enhanced the

possibility of exposing these subtle processes.
Kindergarten children were selected for this study
because the kindergarten experience marks a child's initial
exposure to formal education.

A study of students'

behaviors at a time when they have not yet been influenced
by the schooling experience was important to this study.

By

selecting kindergarten children there was greater potential
for examining behaviors and styles brought to school and how
these may affect access to participation structures and to
learning opportunities.
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A semi-urban school with a student population of mixed
socio-economic and racial backgrounds was selected for this
study.

Specifically, Clay-Ryan* was an elementary school

with approximately 650 students attending grades
kindergarten through six.
grade level.

There were three classes at each

The school was located in a mid-southern

working class city of approximately 100,000 residents.
Enrollment at Clay-Ryan included a 35% black and 63% white
population.

The school was situated in a residential area

removed from the inner city, and borderd suburban lowermiddle and middle-middle class neighborhoods of primarily
home owners.

The school served black and white students

from these areas as well as from middle-lower class families
(mostly black) living in low cost housing units located
within the school's attendance zone.

Of the school's

population, approximately 15% of the blacks and 65% of the
whites were middle-middle-class, 70% of the blacks and 30%
of the whites were lower-middle-class, and 15% of the blacks
and 5% of the whites were middle-lower-class.

Therefore, a

variety of previously acquired competencies was expected
among students.

This variability was necessary to study the

relationship of different linguistic and interpersonal forms

*Pseudonyms were used for the school in which this research
was conducted, as well as for the names of the teacher and
students.
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to participation structure entry.
Mrs. Raymond, a white teacher, was selected for this
research for several reasons.

She was an experienced

teacher (having taught kindergarten for eleven years) whose
instructional strategies were regarded by superiors as
effective and as reflections of expected educational
practice.

These factors were taken into consideration so

that teacher practices would (potentially) reflect
conventional kindergarten programs and, thus, the
organizational constructs developed in the conceptual
framework of this study.

Additionally, Mrs. Raymond was

selected because she displayed confidence in her competence
as a teacher and in her ability to assume her role without
being threatened or uneasy in the presence of an observer.
Also, she was willing to participate in the research, and
expressed her hope of growing professionally from the
experience.

These factors were considered important in

reducing the possibility of reactive effects during data
collection.

The research classroom had a total population

of 21 students, nine of whom were black.
Procedures
The primary data collection procedure was participant
observation in general classroom activities.

Fieldnotes,

audio recordings during class sessions, open-ended teacher
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interviews, demographic information, and classroom documents
constituted the sources of data used.

Data gathering

focused on activities, acts, actors, objects, goals,
emotions, plans, time and sequence of events (Spradley,
1980) as they unfolded during the first four months of the
school year.

During the four-month observation period,

approximately eighty hours were spent in the classroom.

The·

researcher's role during this time was that\ of "observer"
(as distinguished from "participant''); that is, the

'

researcher observed and recorded behavior from ~ithin the
study group without participating in events as a member of
the group (Denzin, 1978).

Data were collected in two parts,

Phase I and Phase II.
During Phase I {the first three weeks of the school
year) observations were conducted daily and covered the
complete three-hour period of time kindergarten children
attended school.

These observations (forty-five hours

total) illuminated:

(1) the different participation

structures characteristic of classroom events,

(2) the

interactional (linguistic and interpersonal) behaviors of
black students,

(3) the extent of black student competence,

and (4) background information on all black students,
including demographics and an indication of entering skills.
These data provided the foundation for selecting "focal"
students for intensive observation during Phase II.
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Participation structures were derived from observations
of teacher directed opportunities for students to engage in
interaction during classroom learning activities.
Participation structures were characterized by who speaks to
whom, under what circumstances, and according to what
specific requirements (Mehan, 1980).
Student interactional forms were derived from repeated
examples of linguistic and interpersonal behaviors in the
field notes.

These styles reflected phonological and

syntactic features of students'
paralinguistic features,

speech (Zintz, 1975), their

such as gestures and kinesics

(Mitchell-Kernan, 1972), and their over-all interpersonal
manner (shy, out-going, hostile, friendly,

etc.) (Kochman,

1972; McDermott, 1974).
Student competence in participation structures was
obtained by recording instances of noncompliant behavior in
the field notes and then determining the frequency of
noncompliant behaviors during different activities over the
three week period of Phase I.

The relationship between

"compliance" and "competence" was defined as follows:

when

noncompliance was observed and negatively sanctioned by the
teacher, it was an indirect indication of lack of
competence; when noncompliance was not noticed or ignored by
the teacher, but observed by the researcher, it was an
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indirect indication of competence.* Noncompliant behavior
was used as an indirect indicator of competence because it
is virtually impossible to observe each time a student's
behavior is consistent with the teacher's demands.
Background information was obtained from school
documents and teacher interviews.

The teacher's informal

skills inventory, given during the opening days of school,
was used as an indication of students' entering reading
skills.

These judgments were also verified by examples from

fieldnotes.
A student profile, summarizing the characteristics of
all the black students (N=9), was developed at the end of
Phase I.

This information was used to select six focal

students, by judgmental sampling, to represent differences
in interactive form, background data, entering skills, and
competence in participation structures.

Selection of a

range of types for focal students allowed conclusions drawn
from Phase I I data to be applied to all black students in
the class.
Phase II observations concentrated on focal students
for three hours once each week for twelve weeks.

Because

classroom activities changed on different days, focal

*This distinction also allowed for categorizing potential
differences in teacher sanctions of noncompliance during
Phase II, an important factor in determining how student
involvement contributed to different learning outcomes.
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students were observed on a different day each week.

To

assure that data collected on each focal student represented
an equal number of observations, the same length of time,
and the same types of participation structures, two kinds of
observations were employed:
(Note:

total-group and sub-group.

sub-group lessons almost exclusively involved all

students performing the same task at the same time while
seated at regularly assigned tables with four or five
peers.*) During total group lessons (all students giving
simultaneous attention to teacher input) all focal students
were observed simultaneously.

This was possible because

during total group lessons, management strategies reduced
environmental complexity (see also Doyle, 1979), and limited
student agendas (see also Mehan, 1980).

During group

observation, the researcher was positioned so as to view all
focal students.

During sub-group lessons, each student was

observed individually for the same amount of time during
similar activities with the same interactional requirements.
(For example, during art projects and "table play,

11

participation structures were determined to be the same.
Similarly, participation structures were the same during
follow-up workbook tasks and during Weekly Reader Magazine
activities).

Thus, the researcher was able to move from

*The physical lay-out of the research classroom may be seen
in Figure 1 (Appendix A).
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table to table and observe focal students individually in
the same types of participation structures.

During sub-

group observations, the researcher was positioned in close
proximity to the student, thus enabling utterances to be
more clearly heard.

Additionally, a summary of each

observation was made as soon as possible following
observation sessions.

These summaries included contextual

elements of sessions and the researcher's impressions and
interpretations.

This allowed for a more detailed

description than was possible while taking notes and
simultaneously attending to classroom activities.

Audio

recordings were made to verify linguistic forms of focal
students during different participation structures.

These

were transcribed by the researcher and included in the field
notes.

Collecting data in these ways reduced the

possibility of threats due to obvious difficulties in
obtaining observational data; i.e., observing each child for
the same length of time during the participation structures,
being physically close enough to see and hear behavior, and
observing and writing detailed notes simultaneously.
Documents related to classroom life (such as
instructional materials, written communications, report
cards, informal testing data, etc.), were also collected.
This material was useful in understanding more about
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classroom life and learning outcomes and provided more
information than could be obtained from observatons alone.
Specifically, measures of learning were determined from
information entered by the teacher on the students' report
cards, showing skill mastery during the first two grading
periods of the school year.

Additionally, scores on an

objective measure* of student's reading skills at the end of
the school year were obtained.

Comparison of entering

skills, interim and final grades, as well as standardized
test scores, provided an additional source of information
about student performance and success in the classroom.
Teacher interviews were informal and were guided by the
researcher's observations of certain classroom events.
These interviews served to verify inferences drawn from
classroom observations and documents.

The use of teacher

interviews, along with observations, also provided
information on what the teacher identified as important in
the teaching and learning of reading, including her goals,
her reasons for decisions related to classroom organization
and management, and her perceptions of students and their
reading achievements.

*The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), used by the
school to group first grade students (high, middle, low
placement) constituted a portion of the data.
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Data Analysis
In order to identify patterns in the data, methods from
Spradley's (1980) Developmental Research Sequence were
employed.

Specifically, strategies for domain, taxonomic

and componential analysis of field data were used to
identify themes in what students and the teacher did
together to affect learning to read.

By using Spradley's

strategies, data elements bearing on each research question
from all data sources were listed together (the domain
analysis), organized (taxonomic analysis), and shared
features of contrast examined (componential analysis) so
that themes could be identified.
Comparing the findings (themes) from the analysis of
each research question, critical patterns were identified
and synthesized in an effort to help explain why some black
children have trouble learning to read while others, being
taught in the same classroom environment, find learning to
read easy.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH DATA
Phase l

Analysis

Data collection during the three-week period of Phase I
was for the purposes of:

(1) identification of classroom

participation structures,

(2) identification of students'

entering interactional behaviors (including both linguistic
and interpersonal form),

(3) determination of students'

competence during participation structures, and (4)
collection of background information (including sex, age,
race,

socioeconomic status, number of parents at home,

previous schooling, and entering skills).

This focus

provided the information used to select six focal students
representing a range of student characteristics in the
class.

The information used to select focal students was

combined into a student into a profile (Table 1).

To arrive

at this information, Phase I data were discussed according
to the following schema:
-Identification of Classroom Participation Structures
-Identification of Interactional Behaviors
-Indication of Competence in Participation Structures
-Background Information
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-Student Profile Summary and Selection of Focal
Students
Identification of Classroom Participation Structures
Participation structures were identified from field
notes by recording the kinds of interactions sanctioned by
the teacher.

These structures reflected the three essential

components of participation structures identified by Mehan
(1980).

Namely, participation structures included who spoke

to whom, under certain circumstances, and according to what
particular interactional requirements.

The following

excerpt from Phase I field notes illustrates different
(numbered) participation structures:
Upon request, children leave their
seats and gather in the story center.
(1) As children wait for the teacher to
begin reading, they talk quietly among
themselves. As the teacher opens the
story-book, she says, ( 2) "Boys and
girls, I need you to be quiet now and to
be good listeners while I read our
story." The teacher then begins reading
the story of the Three Little Pigs,
while the children listen attentively.
(3) When she comes to the words " ... or
I'll huff and I'll puff and I'll blow
your house down," several children
spontaneously join in, saying these
words aloud with the teacher.
Without
comment, the teacher continues to read.
(4) The next time she comes to the "huff
and puff" threat in the story, she
pauses after the words "Little pigs,
little pigs, let me in, or (in a high
pitch) ... ," looks at the children with
raised eyebrows and says nothing.
Immediately, the children responded in
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unison with the wolf's threat.
(5) At
the conclusion of the story, all
children spontaneously clap.
After the
applause ceases, (6) the teacher looks
at the children, puts her finger over
her lips, and slowly moves her head back
and forth.
(7) She then says, "Anthony,
how many pigs were in the story?"
Anthony responds by saying, "Three".
Each participation structure operating in this activity
was characterized by norms governing who interacted with
whom; according to a particular contextual circumstance, and
with specific interactive requirements.

These participation

structures are described below according to these three
components.
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Initiator of
Interaction

Circumstance of
Interaction

Interactive
Requirement

( 1)

-student to
student

-voluntary and
spontaneous
conversation

-speak quietly in
conversational
tone

( 2)

-teacher to
students

-mandatory
response
from all

-silence and no
fooling around

( 3 ) -students to

-voluntary and
spontaneous
response from
several students

-speak for all to
hear

(4) -teacher to
students

-teacher gestures
for voluntary
response from
all

-speak in unison
for all to hear

(5) -students to
teacher

-voluntary and
spontaneous
response from
all

-clap hands

(6) -teacher to
students

-teacher gestures
for mandatory
response from
all

-silence, wait
with no fooling
around

-student called
by name within
total group
for mandatory
response

-speak to teacher
so all can hear

teacher

*(7) -teacher to
student

Field notes from each of the fifteen observations
during Phase I were examined in this way.

This enabled

identification of participation structures employed by the
teacher during different classroom activities.

For example,

*While this participation structure is being used, #2
(above) is also implied.
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daily lessons commonly began with the teacher either
lecturing or demonstrating content to students.
required during these times.

Silence was

Following the teacher's

content presentation, students were given an opportunity to
share personal experiences regarding lesson content.

This

activity required students to bid-for-turn (or sometimes
turn-taking was used) by raising hands.

Student sharing was

usually followed by teacher evaluation of students'
understanding of lesson content.

This was done by calling

on individual students from the total group.

During these

''quiz" times, silence was required while others either spoke
or demonstrated (e.g., make a circle in the air) knowledge.
On occasion, the total group was quizzed and required to
respond either verbally (in unison) or by demonstration.
Following teacher evaluation, students were directed to open
workbooks and examine a particular page while the teacher
explained what workbook task would be required that day.
During task completion the teacher circulated among students
evaluating and/or giving individual help.

Interaction

during these times was usually teacher initiated, by
physical approach, or individuals could solicit teacher help
by raising their hands.

During task completion silence was

required of all students except those conversing one-to-one
with the teacher.

Frequently, the teacher would pause,
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interrupt her one-to-one conversation and address a question
to the whole group, soliciting a group choral response.

Or,

she would frequently interrupt students from their work and
repeat her content presentation (an activity which demanded
silence), thus changing participation requirements.
Additionally, most workbook tasks had a follow-up activity
related to the task (such as coloring, drawing pictures,
etc.).

Students were allowed to talk quietly to table

members during these

a~tivities.

However, transition to

this participation structure required that all students at a
particular table had completed workbook tasks.

Therefore,

if some were still engaged in workbook tasks, while others
had advanced to follow-up activities, all table members were
expected to be silent.

Once all table members were engaged

in follow-up activity, everyone at that table could speak
among themselves.
By examining all lessons in this way, different
classroom activities were found to include different
participation structures.

Taken as a whole,

th~s

examination revealed numerous participation structures
occurring at different times but on a regular basis.

The

participation structures most commonly used during Phase I
required students to silently listen to the teacher.

Verbal

exchange was usually initiated by the teacher and required
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mandatory responses from individuals who were expected to
speak in loud voices so that the other children could hear
responses.

The teacher's purpose for frequently using these

structures was clearly expressed during a teacher interview
during the first week of school.

The following is an

excerpt from this interview.
If there's one thing I want to teach these
children, it's to follow directions.
If they can't
follow directions, they won't do well in school; and if
they don't listen, they won't know what to do or when
to do it.
So, I put a lot of emphasis on getting
students to listen.
This means that I want them to
listen and pay attention when I talk, and when others
are talking.
They need to learn when they're allowed
to talk and when they're not.
And, they need to learn
when they can and cannot fool around.
The various configurations of participation structures
observed during to occur Phase I were also observed during
Phase II.

These structures may be seen by combining one (or

more) subset condition from each of the three components
listed in Figure 2.

These various participation structures

will be addressed later in this chapter during Phase II
analysis.
Identification of Interactional Behaviors:
Linguistic and Interpersonal Forms
To identify students' interactional behaviors, both
linguistic and interpersonal forms were examined.
linguistic forms were examined for phonological and

Students'
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syntactical features and for nonverbal expressive features
such as gesturing and body movement.

Both verbal and

nonverbal features were categorized as linguistic features
because of evidence that both are equally important in
communicating for many in the black community (Abrahams,
1976; Johnson, 1971; Kochman, 1972).

Interpersonal forms

were examined for behavioral styles during interaction, such
as hostility, friendliness, bossiness, willingness or
reluctance to interact (Gallimore and Au, 1979; Kochman,
1972; McDermott, 1974; Philips, 1972; Ward, 1971; Williams,
1972).
Linguistic Form (Verbal)
To select focal students representing linguistic
variability, close attention was given to the linguistic
behaviors of all black students when they entered school.
These behaviors were recorded in field notes during the
three week period of Phase I.
Phonological and syntactical features of all black
students were obtained by listening to students' speech
during all lessons and writing these utterances in field
notes.

Tape recordings were used to verify speech samples

obtained in this manner.

Each student's speech was recorded

during both total (all students attencing to teacher
presentation) and sub-group (four or five students at
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assigned tables performing tasks) lessons so that accurate
linguistic samples could be obtained in as many
participation structures as possible.

Recordings made

during total-group lessons were obtained by placing a
cassette recorder in a centralized location.

During sub-

group arrangements, the researcher sat with students and
recorded speech on a microrecorder placed in a shirt pocket.
Taping in these ways reduced the possibility that students
would be distracted from lesson tasks and/or "perform'' for
the researcher.

Recordings were later transcribed by the

researcher and included with field notes.

A description of

the context in which speech forms were obtained was also
included.

A minimum of ten speech samples per black child

in the classroom was obtained over different participation
structures.

These samples were then used to determine

whether students primarily spoke SE, SBE, or a combination
of SE and SBE.

Zintz's (1975) characteristics of SBE forms

(Appendix B) were used as the criteria for determining these
features.*

*As pointed out by Wolfram and Fasold (1974), features of
SBE are often used by a majority of speakers in black
communities, even though no one individual is likely to use
them all.
For this reason, students in this study were
identified as speakers of both SE and SBE if SE linguistic
featur~s were evidenced in the ten speech samples.
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Analysis of linguistic forms showed that while all
students used several SBE features, Anquinette and Toby
frequently used SE features as well.

For example, while all

children used the common SBE phonological feature of wif
(with) and boaf (both), Anquinette and Toby differed from
the others by sometimes using SE syntax when ref erring to a
friend,

saying "She's my best friend",

friend", or "She be my friend".
exclusively speak the SE form.

rather than "She my

No children were found to
And,

linguistic form did not

seem to change during different participation structures.
Samples of linguistic speech features of all students are
included in this document (Appendix C).
Linguistic Form (Nonverbal)
Students' nonverbal interactional behaviors were
identified because gestures and kinesthetic movements
generally play an important role in effective communication
among many blacks (Mitchell-Kernan, 1972).

To determine

nonverbal expressive styles of individual students, specific
behaviors were defined as gestures and body movements, and
students were observed for demonstrations of these
behaviors.

Gestures were defined as hand and arm movements,

facial changes, and making physical contact with another (by
touching, poking,

slapping, for example) during interaction.

Body movements were defined as movements of the legs, arms
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and torso (for example,

jumping, twisting, swaying), and

generally, any change of body space position to accompany
interaction (Byers and Byers, 1972).
To obtain an initial (Phase I) indication of whether
gestures and/or body movements were a significant feature .of
a student's interactional style, students were observed at
times when such behavior was believed to more likely occur;
for example, while changing physical location for tasks and
during "circle time".

These times were selected because

they were believed more conducive to exercising movement
and, therefore, offered more accurate indications of whether
these behaviors were common features of students'
interactional styles.

Additionally, nonverbal expression

was recorded when it occurred during observations of
linguistic features across participation structures (total
and sub-group observations).

Gesture and body movement

frequencies during both change of location/circle time and
during total/sub-group events were then calculated for each
student.

A detailed summary of these frequencies appears in

Table 2.
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
Examination of Table 1 reveals that five of the nine
students often used gestures and four of these five also

Table 2
Frequency* of Non-Verbal Interactive Behavior for All Students (Phase I)
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frequently employed body movements as part of their
interactional styles.

Students who used frequent gestures

and/or body movements also used the SBE linguistic form
exclusively.

Also, those who spoke some SE did not show a

preference for using gestures or body movements.
Interpersonal Form
The literature review established that interpersonal
behaviors may interfere with successful communication
(Kochman, 1972; Williams, 1972).

It was also demonstrated

that behaviors such as hostility, authoritativeness, and
withdrawal can stress the learning environment and create
conditions which interfere with learning (Gallimore and Au,
1979; McDermott, 1974; Philips, 1972; Ward, 1971).

Doyle's

(1979) analysis of teacher's management strategies further
supports the notion that interpersonal behaviors such as
sociableness, and even friendliness, may interfere with
learning during teacher tasks; that is, when these behaviors
conflict with the teacher's goal of cooperative behavior.
Therefore, interpersonal form was considered an important
element of a student's overall interactive style, and hence,
critical to this study.
Five categories of interpersonal form were identified
as behaviors believed critical to gaining access to
participation structures.

These behaviors characterized
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students as:

reluctant to interact (shy, quiet, withdrawn);

ready and quite willing to interact (sociable,

"out-going");

unfriendly and hostile (antagonistic, defensive); friendly
(pleasant, kind); and authoritative (bossy, child-incharge).

The particular forms were identified because some,

more than others, seemed aligned with the teacher's desire
(and hence, participation demands) to limit student
initiated interaction and disruptive behavior.

These

characteristics were assigned to students by the researcher
based upon repeated demonstrations of these behaviors during
the first three weeks of school.

Following the researcher's

assignments, the teacher was asked to assign each student
according to the same categories.

These judgements

concurred with the researcher's assignments.

Interpersonal

form attributes are included in the Student Profile (Table
1).

Examination of Table 1 indicates that the four students

who were out-going and readily interacted also used
nonverbal expressive forms and SBE

exclus~vely.

The two

students who spoke SE form were quiet and reluctant to
interact, and neither used frequent gestures or body
movements during interaction.
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Indication of Student Competence
in Participation Structures
Mehan's (1980) definition of competence was used in
determining student competence in participation structures;
e.g., competence was demonstrated when student behavior was
not negatively sanctioned by the teacher.

During the story

activity of "The Three Little Pigs" cited earlier, the
competent student would have complied with the interactive
requirements of participation structures operating during
that activity.

For example, at the conclusion of the story

the teacher called Anthony to answer a question.

While

Anthony was preparing to respond, Shireef blurted out that
she liked the story and started to tell the teacher about a
book she had at home.
asked her to be quiet.

The teacher interrupted Shireef and
Shireef demonstrated noncompliant

behavior in this instance because she blurted out at a time
when students were expected to be silent.

Prior to

Anthony's response, however, Anquinette raised her hand for
permission to speak.

By doing this Anquinette demonstrated

competence because she complied with the interactive
requirement for initiating student-teacher interaction
during times when students were expected to be silent.

In

different ways, the teacher let students know what
interactional behaviors were expected at different times
throughout the story.
these expectations.

Competence required compliance with
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To select representative focal students, it was
necessary to obtain an indication of difference among
students' competence in participation structures.

To obtain

this information, three half-hour segments of different
classroom activities including different participation
structures were selected for examination.

Therefore, during

the three week period of Phase I, four and a half-hours of
behavior during lessons was used as an indication of student
competence during the first weeks of school.
As discussed earlier, to determine competence during
these segments,

at~ention

was given to the frequency of

occasions when students demonstrated a lack
of competence.
-An indication of student competence in participation
structures was derived by counting the number of times a
student violated interactive requirements within the lesson
activities.

(As explained in Chapter III, violations

included noncompliance observed and negatively sanctioned by
the teacher, and noncompliance not noticed (or ignored) by
the teacher, but observed by the researcher.)
were categorized into one of three types:
talking and gestures,

Violations

(1) underground

(2) nonsanctioned "blurtings," and (3)

disruptive movements (such as leaving one's place, rocking
in place, fooling around with objects or peers, etc.).
These categories were used because they generally account
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for violations of the "interactive requirements" of
participation structures (Figure 2) found in the research
classroom.
Table 3 shows the frequency of students' noncompliant
behaviors in classroom activities.

These frequencies serve

as an indirect indication of student competence during Phase
I.

These frequencies have alsc been included in the Student

Profile (Table 1).

An examination of Table 3 indicates, for

example, that Lucy demonstrated the greatest frequency of
noncompliance in all categories.

Shireef also demonstrated

a high frequency of noncompliant behavior.

Relating these

findings to students' linguistic and interpersonal behavior
(Table 1) it is noted that of the nine students, the five
who demonstrated the highest frequencies of noncompliant
behavior also displayed similar linguistic and interpersonal
forms.

Namely, all five spoke SBE exclusively and used

frequent gestures Four of these five also used frequent body
movements.

Additionally,

four of the five were out-going

and readily interacted with others.
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE
Background Information
Background data on all students were obtained so that
variables related to students' developmental histories could
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be known and taken into consideration when selecting
representative focal students.

This information was

necessary because of the evidence that background variables
seem to interact with certain learning environments
(Randhawa and Fu, 1973).

Specifically, information was

obtained on the following variables:

sex, age, and race;

socio-economic status; previous schooling; number of parents
in the home; and entering skills.

Background information

was derived from observational data, school files and
teacher interviews.
Sex-Age-Race
Of the nine black students, there were three boys and
six girls.

According to student registration information,

all children were at least five years old upon entering
kindergarten, with the exception of two boys (Toby and
Kenneth) and one girl (Darleen).

These children turned five

before December 15th of the school year.
(Lucy) was six years of age.

Another girl

This information is summarized

on the Student Profile (Table 1).
Socio-Economic Status
Social-Economic-Status (SES) was assigned to students
by the teacher during a teacher interview at the end of the
three week period of Phase I.

Teacher judgement was based
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on several factors,

including students'

residential

locations, whether homes had phone service, and parental
employment.

Information on these indicators was obtained

from registration records.

In some cases, the teacher based

her judgement on personal knowledge of the family.

Of the

nine children, two were from lower-class homes, five were
from lower-middle-class homes, and two were from middleclass homes.

This information is summarized on the Student

Profile (Table 1).
Number of Parents at Home
Teacher knowledge of the number of parents living in
each child's household was also obtained from different
sources, such as disclosure by parent or student, and
personal knowledge of the family.
two-parent families,

Four students were from

four came from single-parent families,

and one child lived with grandparents.

This information is

summarized on the Student Profile (Table 1).
Previous Schooling
Three children had attended some type of day
care/nursery school for at least a year.

One child had

attended a headstart program for a year.

Another child,

having been classified as mildly retarded, had been enrolled
in a special program for learning disabled students for two
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years.

She was mainstreamed into the normal kindergarten

classroom during the time of this research.

The other four

students had no prior schooling experience.

This

information is summarized on the Student Profile (Table 1).
Examination of the background information in Table 1
does not reveal clear patterns.

Socio-economic status,

parents at home, and previous schooling experience were not
consistently associated with students' linguistic or
interpersonal characteristics.
Indication of Entering Skills
No formal inventory was given to measure students'
entering skills.

The teacher did, however,

judge students'

overall abilities and skills informally during the first
three days of school.

This was done by engaging children in

tasks and observing their performance.
tasks showed whether students could:

These diagnostic
follow simple

directions; name the colors red, blue, green and yellow;
demonstrate knowledge of left/right; recognize five letter
names (picked at random); write first name; say letters of
first name; sound five letters (picked at random); identify
circle, square and triangle shapes; and recall home address.
The teacher arrived at a determination of students'
abilities in these areas by observing performance during
group activities and by calling students to her station for
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individual screening.

For example, during a group activity

on the first day of school, each child was given scissors,
crayons and a piece of white construction paper imprinted
with a circle.

During the activity students were to cut out

the circle, carry scraps to the trash container, and color
one side of the circle with their favorite color.

As

students performed this task, the teacher circulated among
the students, asking each one to name the color he or she
was coloring with.

Students were also invited to write

their first names on the "white" side of the circle.
Students who did not put their names on their circles were
asked if they could name any letters in their name.

The

teacher also asked each child to state his or her home
address, which she then wrote on the reverse side of the
circle.

At the same time,

she explained that these would be

worn home that day so the bus driver would know where they
lived.

She also asked students to look for their bus number

(when they boarded buses to return home) and try to remember
it so they could tell it to her the next day.

The teacher

also obtained diagnostic information by calling children to
her station, during the second and third day of classes, and
asking them to name five randomly selected and individually
presented upper and lower case letters, to distinguish right
from left, and to identify a circle, square and triangle.
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Observations made by the teacher while she circulated among
students were related to the researcher that same day.
information was then entered into field notes.

This

Screening

sessions at the teacher's station enabled the researcher to
witness all diagnostic activities.

P.. summary of the

academic entering skills of all students may be viewed on
Table 4.
Based on students' entering skills, they were seated at
Tables 1 (high) through 4 (low) (table arrangements may be
seen in Appendix A).

During a teacher interview, it was

disclosed that students' verbal ability also influenced
their table assignments.

Those students who refrained from

talking (either from self-initiated speech or when asked to
respond by the teacher) were placed at Table 4.

For

example, Toby and Kenneth, who were initially placed at
Table 4, were reluctant to respond to the teacher's
questions and task assignments.

Ingred, who responded with

a "yes" or "no" to direct questions, and appeared to perform
tasks fairly well, was placed at Table 2.
The teachers judgement of students' entering skills is
recorded on The Student Profile.

The table placements below

reflect student placement during the first week of school.
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1: (high)

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4 (low)

Anquinette

Toby

Shi reef

Kenneth

Charles

Alisa

Lucy

Ingred

Table

Darleen
A comparison of table placement with linguistic and
interpersonal forms (Table 1) indicates that four of five
students who spoke SBE exclusively, and used frequent
gestures and body movements were placed the lower-ability
tables (3 and 4).

One of these three students was reluctant

to interact, while three were out-going and readily
interacted.

Two of these children had attended Headstart

and two had no previous schooling.

One student who spoke

SBE, displayed frequent gestures, and who was out-going and
readily interacted was placed at Table 1.

It should be

noted that the initial placement of some students was
changed during the first five days of school.

For example,

after three days, Toby was moved to Table 3 from Table 4
because, in the teacher'.s words, "He has come out of himself
now.

He's not as scared as he was and is responding to my

questions now.
thought".

He's sharper, and can do more than I

One week later Toby was moved to Table 2.

Field

notes indicate that not only was he verbally interacting
with the teacher by this time, but he was performing tasks
willingly.

Referring to Kenneth, the teacher remarked,
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"Poor Kenneth, he's such a sweet little boy, but other than
not being able to sit still, he can't do a thing.
hasn't said a word".

And, he

Kenneth remained at Table 4 for the

remainder of the research period.

After Ingred was observed

more closely, the teacher decided she did not follow
directions as well as previously thought and moved her from
Table 2 to Table 3 and eventually to Table 4.

All other

students remained at the tables to which they had been
initially assigned.
Student Profile Summary
All information gathered on student variables was
organized into a Student Profile summary (Table 1) for all
black students in the classroom.

Based on these variables,

focal students were selected for focused observations during
Phase II of this research.
Selection of Focal Students
Six focal students were selected at the end of Phase I,
by judgemental sampling, on the basis of their
representiveness across student interactive, background and
ability variables.

However, particular attention was given

to differences in interactive variables (linguistic and
interpersonal form and student competence) to ensure that
focal students represented a range of cultural and social
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differences.

This variety was necessary to study how

diverse interactive behavior influenced access to reading
information.
Anguinette and Toby.

As illustrated in Table 1 two

students, Anquinette and Toby, spoke a combination of both
SE and SBE, thus distinguishing their speech form from the
other students.

Similarly, these students did not show a

preference for using nonverbal forms,

and both were

reluctant to interact, yet pleasant and friendly during
social occasions.

Also, both demonstrated a rather low

frequency of noncompliant behavior.

While these students

demonstrated rather similar interactive behaviors, they were
selected as focal students because their speech behaviors
differed from other students.

Both were selected because of

differences in gender, age, previous schooling, SES, and
.entering skill.
Charles and Shireef.

While Charles and Shireef, both

chosen as focal students, displayed some interactive
similarities (SBE, use of gestures and interpersonal form),
Shireef deviated from Charles by her use of body movement
(119 frequencies compared to Charles' 8; see Table 2).
Also, Shireef displayed hostile and both friendly and
unfriendly interpersonal behavior, and her noncompliant
behaviors doubled those of Charles.

These students were
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primarily selected as focal students because of potential
differences in learning outcomes that might be related to
these differences.

Additionally, they differed from each

other in terms of gender, SES and entering skills.
Kenneth.

Kenneth displayed behaviors similar to both

Charles and Shireef (speech form, use of gestures, friendly
interpersonal form).

Yet, he differed from both Charles and

Shireef by being reluctant to interact, and from Charles by
his frequent body movements--a characteristic he shared with
Shi reef.

Kenneth was selected as a focal student because of

his unusual use of gestures.

Field notes revealed that

Kenneth frequently gestured to himself or to physical
objects.

Unlike other students who frequently gestured,

Kenneth did not generally engage others (and potentially
interfere with teacher tasks) when he used this form.
Kenneth was also selected because he scored lowest (0) among
all students on measures of entering skill.
Alisa.

Alisa was chosen as a focal student primarily

because of her distinct interpersonal form, e.g., while she
was reluctant to interact, and was generally withdrawn, she
was also hostile and antagonistic during social occasions.
For this reason, she was selected rather than Ingred, whose
interactive behaviors matched Alisa's in every other way.
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Lucy was excluded as a focal student because her
interactive behaviors were very similar to those of Shireef.
Darleen was not selected as a focal student because her
interactive behavior clearly resembled that of other
students (Shireef and Charles) and because her absenteeism
rate during Phase I made her a high risk subject for
collecting data.
An attempt was also made to select focal students
displaying a range of background variables (Table 1) and
entering skill differences (Table 4).
Analysis of Ethnographic Data --- Phase II
An analytic plan was devised to examine Phase II data
for information about who gained access to participation
structures and how access affected reading outcomes.

This

plan focused attention on (1) those classroom activities
which were sources of vital reading information,

(2) the

extent of focal student competence in these activities, and
(3) the reading outcomes of the focal students.

Phase II

data were analyzed according to the following plan:
1)

Crucial Classroom Reading Information Sources
(Activities)

2)

Participation Structures for Access to Reading
Information

3)

Competencies of Focal Students in Crucial
Information Sources

4)

Reading Outcomes of Focal Students
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5)

Reasons for Reading Outcomes

Using this plan, analysis began with a systematic
examination of classroom activities and the kinds of reading
information exchanged in these activities.

This enabled

identification of crucial sources of reading information.
Next, these crucial sources were examined for interactional
requirements (i.e. the participation structures necessary)
for access to them.

Students' competencies were then

examined in each of these crucial sources to determine
whether behaviors complied with demands.

Finally, reading

outcomes were described and discussed in light of student
competence in participation structures.
Crucial Classroom Reading Information Sources (Activites)
General Activities and Activity Segments
As a first step toward identifying sources of reading
skill information, Spradley's (1980) domain, taxonomic and
componential analysis strategies were employed.

Field notes

were examined for the kinds of activities observed as part
of every day life in the research classroom (domain
analysis), e.g., collecting money, coloring, explaining,
evaluating, waiting, cutting paper, paper-and-pencil-tasks,
listening to stories.

These activities were then further

categorized (taxonomic analysis) by type of general activity
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using labels employed and definitions ·given by classroom
participants.

For example, activities such as cutting paper

and paper-and-penci 1. tasks were categorized as "workbook
tasks," "table play" or "story telling."

Further

examination (componential analysis) of these categories of
activities revealed certain components or subcategories that
were common to many general activities.

These components

(common to several general activities) included such things
as "call to attention," "introduction of content,"
"directions for task activities," actual "task performance,"
and "evaluation of task performance," were labeled activity
"segments."

These activity segments were later examined for

the kinds of vital reading information presented in them,
and the requirement for participation.

This examination

revealed that, for the task performance segment, the vital
reading skill information made available and the
requirements for participation differed for the various
kinds of general activities (for example, workbook tasks vs.
table play).

Therefore, subsequent analyses which examined

activity segments further broke down the task performance
segment according to the general activity being presented
(see Table 5) .
INSERT TABLE 5 HERE
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Vital Reading Information
The review of reading readiness identified the
parameters of beginning reading.

These included:

ability

to distinguish familiar objects and sounds; ability to
comprehend familiar speech; ability to make sense of one's
environment; awareness that print has meaning; letter
recognition and sound knowledge; interest in reading, and
reading experience.

The following list of vital reading

skill information was derived from these requirements
(Durkin, 1978; Harris and Smith, 1980; Smith, 1979).
1.

Oral Expression

2.

Written Expression (letters, words, name)

3.

Relationship Between Oral and Written
Language (labels of objects, activities,
places)

4.

Letter/Sound Knowledge

5.

Letter/Sign Recognition

6.

Meanings of Words (vocabulary)

7.

Examine for Detail (identify objects;
examine for detail)

8.

Predicting and Drawing Conclusions; Cause
and Effect
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9.
10.

Classification, Seriation, Sequence
Spatial Relationships (including
directionality)

Within the framework of this study, these areas of
reading related information were identified as those areas
of teaching and learning expected to result in reading
development in kindergarten classrooms.

This list also

included areas of reading development taught in the
kindergarten program at Clay-Ryan Elementary School.

The

school report card indicated children were graded in
corresponding areas four times during the school year.
(Correspondence between the school reading curriculum and
the list of vital reading skill information can be seen in
Table 6).
INSERT TABLE 6 HERE
The areas of emotional and social development (sharing,
following dirctions; e.g., cooperating, etc.) were excluded
from the list of vital reading skill information because
they are not categorically reading skill information.
Rather, they were, however,

significant conditions which

allowed for learning to read, and they, therefore were
included in this study as conditions enabling access to

Table 6
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reading information.

Of primary concern here was what

classroom activities functioned as crucial sources of
reading information to children as they adapted to the
interactive demands of participation structures working
during segments of activities teaching vital reading
information.
Crucial Activity Segments
·By comparing the list of vital reading skill
information to activity segments, it was possible to
identify segments during which reading skill information
(kind or frequency) was repeatedly taught, and, therefore,
whether some segments were more crucial than others as
sources of reading skill information.

This was achieved by

judging whether specific reading skill information was the
primary (P) content thrust of activity segments, or if this
information was "included" (I) while teaching was focused on
other content (Table 7).

The basis for making these

distinctions was the researcher's observations and
interviews with the teacher.

For example, development of

oral expression was considered to be the primary reading
content during segments such as "sharing personal
experiences," and "interaction during task."
interviews verified all categorizatior.s.

Teacher

The teacher was

asked if she intended specific skill development to occur in

l 0l

certain lessons.

For example, when asked about her primary

intention for reading development during the times when she
verbally quizzed students, she expressed her intention to
provide opportunities for oral language development,
although this segment also provided opportunity to evaluate
learning.

Likewise, the teacher reported that "Weekly

Reader" magazine was used in a way "primarily" intended to
develop several skills,

"including" oral language (e.g.,

discussion and sharing experiences).

During times when the

teacher demonstrated how to make the letter "c," primary
focus was on letter/sign recognition and sound knowledge.
If students were simultaneously engaged in dialogue about
"c" words, oral language development would have been
included as a dimension of the lesson.

·-

In this way, crucial

segments were identified.
While it could be argued that nearly all classroom
events were potential sources of reading information, the
identification of crucial sources allowed for viewing the
accessibility of information according to the teacher's
plans and expectations for teaching and learning reading.
Those segments which were sources of learning at least one
vital skill according to the teacher's plans were,
therefore, termed crucial sources of reading skill
information.

Examination of Table 7 suggests that certain
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segments were, indeed, more crucial than others for
exchanging vital reading skill information.

For example, it

appears that the teacher did not intend to teach vital skill
information during organizational-type events, such as
calling students to attention, cleaning up, waiting for
activities to start, getting materials, etc.

An examination

of Table 7 indicates, however, that vital reading skill
information was available most frequently during teacher
content delivery and evaluation segments, workbook tasks,
Weekly Reader magazine tasks and during segments when the
teacher gave individual task help to students.

Crucial

segments such as these (teaching four or more kinds of vital
reading information) were, subsequently, termed "high
frequency" information sources.

Crucial segments teaching

three or less kinds of vital reading information
(interaction during task, singing, movies, art projects,
table play and sharing experiences) were termed "low
frequency" information sources.

Figure 3 lists those

segments found to be crucial sources of reading skill
information.

Most of these crucial activity segments were

used every school day.

However, Weekly Reader magazines,

table play, and kinesthetic activities were integrated into
the program twice weekly, on the average.

Some "non-

crucial" segments were also included in this list.

These
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were included because, while non-crucial segments appeared
unimportant as sources of vital reading skill information,
noncompliant behavior during these times (lesson transitions
and junctures) might have indirectly influenced access to
crucial segments and, therefore, might have influenced
learning outcomes (Mehan, 1980).

It was important to this

study, therefore, to examine whether interactive behavior
during non-crucial activity segments might have influenced
access to crucial segments.

For this reason, the list of

vital reading skill information sources (Figure 3) served an
important function in subsequent data analysis to determine
possible relationships between behavior, the demands of
participation structures during non-crucial segments, and
access to crucial segments.
INSERT FIGURE 3
Participation Structures for
Access to Crucial Activity Segments
To determine what interactional behavior was required
to gain access to crucial activity segments, participation
requirements were identified for each crucial segment.
According to the research theses, student competence in
these crucial segments was expected to predict achievement
outcomes.
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Figure 3
Segments Crucial:

Vital Reading Skill Information Sources

*Sumber of
Primary Readi."lg
Sources Per
Segment

*
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~
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~
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'"

9

T Eval's

Verbal Quiz

Content

Student
Demonstration

Workbook
Tasks
Weekly Reader
~gazine

3

Table
Plav

1

Art
Proiects

3

Movies,
Films trios

4

Story
Circle

2

Kinesthei:ics,
Sin2ing

1

Interaction
During Task

8

Individual Task Help
Given
On-Going

8
,__ Eval.

Non-Cruci al
Segments**

~ate:

Demonstration,
Pix-Charts-Figs.

S's Share Experiences
Re Content

8
,__ Grasp of

I

Lecture

of

Observation &
verbal Ouiz
Observation .:.
Demonsi:ration

7

Task
Perform.

0

Call to Attention &
Announcement of Activii:v

0

Geti:ing
!-laterials

0

Sharing
Materials

0

Clean t:p,
Put Awav

Information here derived from Table 7

**Some non-crucial segmeni:s have been included in this list for
later comparison purposes.
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Interactive requirements during activity segments were
identified by using information from Figure 2 (showing the
components of participation structures operating in the
research classroom) and applying knowledge of interactive
requirements during activity segments to these components.
Knowledge of these requirements was obtained by careful
examination of the observational data.

Field notes revealed

that in no participation structure did linguistic form
appear to be a factor in gaining access to crucial segments.
That is, no specific speech form (such as SE) was required.
Neither SE or SBE speaking students were denied access to
participation on the basis of linguistic form.

This in-

class finding differed from that of Williams (1972) who
suggested that teachers devalue black children's deviations
from SE speech.

While such differences may be an obstacle

to learning opportunities for students in some classrooms,
this was not observed in the research classroom.

Other

behaviors, however, appeared to be required for access.
Field notes revealed that segments differed in terms of
the teacher's expectations for appropriate behavior.
Gaining access to crucial segments can be viewed in terms of
social and academic requirements which, when aligned with
students' "entering" characteristics, appeared to favor
students with certain social and academic attributes.
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Specifically,

social requirements appeared to favor students

who did not display frequent gesture and body movement,. who
were quiet and shy, whose interpersonal style did not
disrupt the teacher's task goals (by blurting-out or
displaying hostile behavior toward others), and who were
willing to let the teacher control interaction.· Academic
requirements appeared to favor students who interacted
easily with others (participated with ease when required),
who contributed topically correct responses, and who kept
pace with lesson content.
The need for a particular form of social competence was
particularly constraining in the crucial segments of teacher
presentations, teacher evaluations of student's grasp of
workbook tasks, Weekly Reader Magazine tasks, story circle,
individual task assistance, and on-going evaluation of task
performance.

During these times,

interaction was most

frequently initiated and controlled by the teacher.

When

teacher-student interaction occurred, students were required
to assume passive roles; i.e. students were required to
remain silent,

listen to the teacher and speak only when the

teacher permitted it.

Also, individual responses to teacher

questions were required, students were usually expected to
respond in group settings, and students were required to
speak in loud, clear voices so that all peers could hear
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responses.

During these times gestures and body movements

were not generally permitted.

Furthermore, while individual

student responses were given, other students were required
to demonstrate silence (Table 8).

These participation

requirements are characteristic of the interactive structure
reported by Stubbs (1976) to commonly exist in American
mainstream schools; namely, discourse is commonly
asymmetrical (question-answer-evaluation type, requiring
frequent short student responses to teacher questions), with
the teacher controlling and contributing most classroom
talk.

Frequent use of this participation structure was also

reported by Philips (1972), Gallimore and Au (1979) and Au
and Mason (1981).
Social competence was also required to gain access to
activity segments when students were permitted to initiate
(student-to-teacher) interaction.

Competence was a £actor

in gaining access because the times when student-teacher
initiated interactions were permitted changed frequently
from segment to segment, as well as during segments (Stubbs,
1976).

As Table 8 indicates, student-teacher initiated

interaction was never frequent during the 16 crucial
segments.

Yet, it was permitted infrequently in 11 crucial

segments, while in five crucial segments it was forbidden.
Thus, students were required to demonstrate a high degree of
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"interpretive competence" (Mehan, 1980) to know when and
when not to initiate interaction with the teacher.
Complicating this demand during the 11 segments when student
interaction was allowed is the specificity of situations in
which different behaviors were expected.

For example,

during "table play," "art projects" and "interaction during
tasks," blurting was sometimes allowed; i.e. when the
teacher was within a few feet of the student, and while
(simultaneously) all table members were permitted to engage
in table conversation.
forbidden.

At other times, blurting was

Students were permitted to physically approach

other students assigned to other tables only during table

·-

play.

Hand-raising was, in general, the most successful way

to initiate interaction with the teacher.

For example, when

students left their seats and approached the teacher to
initiate interaction, they were told to sit down and raise
their hands.

However, during teacher demonstrations,

evaluations, and movies, hand-raising was negatively
sanctioned.

When students raised their hands, but stood at

the same time (a common behavior observed in this
classroom), the teacher would tell them to sit down.
"exhuberant waves" (a variation of hand-raising) were
negatively sanctioned.

Even
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These findings concerning social requirements for
student competence during teacher-student and studentteacher interactions indicate that there are complex
requirements,
competence,

requiring high levels of interpretive

for students to gain access to learning

opportunities.

That is,

in most crucial segments students

were required to adapt their interpersonal styles to meet
the teacher's requirement for low-keyed,

single question-

response teacher dominated interaction.
Academic competence was also a factor in gaining access
to crucial segments.

Reading instruction in the research

classroom was organized around a basal reading readiness
program which emphasized the sequential development of
spatial relationships and alphabet skills.
program,

Using this

lesson presentations were organized to teach all

students the same content at the same

~·

~ime.

Additionally,

the same workbook materials were used daily by all students
to perform workbook tasks.

These tasks followed the

teach~r's presentation of content and always consisted of

paper/pencil exercises requiring the application of
information given during the teacher's presentation.
Because of this uniform way of teaching all students, the
teacher found it necessary to advance instruction at a pace
commensurate with the learning rate of the majority of
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students.

This situation resulted in the fact that students

seated at Table 4 (lowest ability placement) frequently did
not finish workbook exercises.

Teacher comments entered on

these students' report cards during all four grading periods
indicated these children were having difficulty keeping up
with workbook tasks.

Consequently, when new information was

presented, low ability students were at a disadvantage.
Because new information frequently built on or elaborated
prior knowledge, these students often did not have the
academic skills to fully participate in these learning
opportunities.

Thus, academic competence, at least at a

level commensurate with one's group, seemed necessary to
facilitate access to crucial reading segments.
Observational data revealed that students who had trouble
meeting the social and academic demands of common
participation structures also did not do well on academic
outcome measures.
Competencies of Focal Students in
Crucial Information Sources
Guided by the participation demands required during
lesson segments, fieldnotes were examined for student
behaviors during these segments to arrive at an indication
of competence.

Specifically, the frequency of noncompliant

behavior during particular segments was taken as an

11 1
indication of the frequency of times a student missed
learning opportunities, relative to his or her peers.

Focal

student behavior during all total-group and selected subgroup lessons was examined for an indication-of competence.
(Note observation procedures for Phase II explained in
Chapter III).
The noncompliant behaviors of focal students during
Phase II were organized by segment and frequency over a ten
week period with information broken down into five two-week
periods (Table 9).* The organization of data in Table 9
indicates general patterns of interactive
different segments.

b~havior

in

Table 9 shows the crucial and non-

crucial segments in which noncompliance regularly occurred
and whether behavior in these segments increased or
decreased over time.

For example, during teacher content

demonstration, Kenneth demonstrated noncompliance on eight
occasions.

His total frequency of noncompliant behaviors

over the ten week period was 47, with 42 of these behaviors
during crucial segments.

In comparison to Kenneth, Shireef

demonstrated compliance during this same segment.

Shi reef,

however, demonstrated noncompliance during crucial segments

*Even though Phase II observations covered a 13 week period,
data from only 10 were included in Table 9.
Three
observations were excluded because on these days special
programs (class trip, two school assemblies) interrupted the
regular classroom schedule.
Consequently, it was impossible
to observe all focal students equally on these occasions.
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71 times.

This finding indicates that, overall, Shireef

gained access to vital reading skill information less
frequently than Kenneth.

A rank ordering of students

according to the total of noncompliant behavior in both
crucial and non-crucial segments appears in Table 10.
Additionally, the rank ordered frequencies of students'
noncompliant behavior in crucial activity segments,
including specific reading information, may be seen in Table
11.

More specifically, Table 11 indicates the relative

frequency of times specific skill information was missed by
a student as a result of noncompliance in crucial segments.
For example (Table 11), Shireef demonstrated more frequent
noncompliance during opportunities to learn letter/sound
knowledge (freq. = 38) than Toby (freq. = 5).
INSERT TABLE 10 HERE
INSERT TABLE 11 HERE

Reading Outcomes of Focal Students
In an attempt to associate noncompliance with learning
outcomes, reading outcomes of focal students at both the end
of Phase II and at the end of the school year were derived.
A complete depiction of Phase II learning outcomes is given
in Table 12.

End-of-the-year learning outcomes, as entered

ll3

Table 10
Sul1lll"~ry and Rank Order
Ncncompliant Interactive Behavior of Focal Students
During Phase II

A

Rank Order of
Total Noncompliance
Name
Highest

Lowest

Total Noncompliance During
Crucial Segments

B

Total Noncomplinace During
~on-Crucial Se~ents

Freq_.

Freq.

Freq.

(l)Shin~ef

85

71

14

(2)Kenneth

c.+1

(3)Alisa

22

20

2

(4)Charles

20

20

0

(S)Toby

:7

14

3

(6)Anquinette

15

15

0
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on report cards for the third and fourth report periods, are
given in Table 13, while results of the Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills are given in Table 14.

A rank ordering of

students on both Phase II and end-of-the-year achievement
indicators appears in Table 15, along with Phase II
noncompliance frequencies and Phase I entering skills.

This

organization of data allows for a comparative view of
entering skills, frequency of compliant behavior and·
learning outcomes among focal students.

INSERT TABLE 15 HERE
A review of the range of achievement differences (Table
15) reveals that Phase I entering skills generally predicted
end-of-the-year achievement.

That is, those focal students

who ranked lowest in amount of knowledge at the beginning of
the school year also ranked lowest on achievement scores
(mid and end-of-year), and those who ranked highest in
entering knowledge generally, though not perfectly, ranked
highest on achievement scores (Table 15; compare columns 1,
3, 4 and 5).

This relationship supported existing evidence

that entering achievement of kindergarten children generally
serves to predict end-of-year achievement (Durkin, 1978;
Samuels, 1972; Samuels et al., 1975).
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While entering achievement may be correlated with
exiting achievement scores, consideration of participation
structures and student competence, as well as ''learning
gain" (Columns 6 and 7, Table 15) in crucial activity
segments reveals a more complicated picture of the
relationship between entering characteristics and learning
outcomes.

As indicated earlier, participation structures

appeared to favor students with certain entering social and
academic characteristics and with certain classroom
competencies.

Specifically, social requirements favored

students who did not display frequent gestures and body
movement, who were quiet and shy, whose interpersonal style
did not disrupt the teacher's task goals and who were
willing to let the teacher control interaction and restrict
their behavior.

Academic requirements favored students who

interacted easily with others, who had the academic
information to give topically correct responses, and who
could keep pace with the lesson.

The following descriptions

of focal students illustrate how these factors interrelated
to produce learning outcomes.

Data for these descriptions

are taken from tables 4, 9, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Anguinette
In terms of entering characteristics, Anquinette did
not display frequent gesture or body movement.

She was
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quiet and shy, yet responded when asked by the teacher.
seldom disrupted instruction.

She

She also had the second

highest entering skills score.

In the classroom Anquinette

demonstrated noncompliant behavior only 15 times during the
10 week period measured during Phase II.

Although all of

these noncompliant behaviors were demonstrated during
crucial segments, these segments were nearly all low
frequency reading information sources.

Anquinette, the

student who demonstrated the least amount of noncompliant
behavior among all focal students, had the highest score on
all outcome measures and the second largest gain in skills
acquired.

The meaning of her success is made more evident

when she is compared to the other students in the focal
group.
Charles
Charles displayed frequent gestures (but not body
movements), readily interacted with others, frequently
interrupted instruction by blurting-out and tended to be
bossy.

Also, he had the highest entering skills score.

Charles demonstrated 20 noncompliant behaviors during Phase
II, all of which were during

cr~cial

segments, and half of

these segments were high frequency sources of vital reading
information.

In addition, Charles' ncncompliant behavior

decreased over Phase II.

11 9

The fact that Charles more frequently interrupted the
teacher and displayed more noncompliance, especially in
crucial segments, suggested that he would be less successful
academically, than Anquinette.

Charles did score second

(behind Anquinette) on the objective measure at the end of
the year, but he equaled her on report card measures.
However, he did not exhibit as much gain as she did.
A special characteristic of Charles was his exceptional
skill at integrating his own agendas with those of the
teacher.

During Phase II Charles received approval from the

teacher 22 times during 27 attempts to interrupt teacherstudent interaction.

Although violating the common

participation structure, Charles, nonetheless, contributed
topically correct responses.

This feature of Charles helps

to explain his success relative to some of the other focal
students.

Like Anquinette, Toby did not use frequent gestures or
body movements.

He was shy and quiet, and seldom

interrupted instruction.

In contrast to Anquinette and

Charles, he had one of the lower entering skills scores.
However, Toby's noncompliant behavior was quite low (17
during Phase II), and although 14 of these behaviors were
demonstrated during crucial segments, these segments were
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(as with Anquinette) mostly low frequency sources of vital
reading information.

Given the likelihood of congruence

between Toby's entering characteristics and the teacher's
participation structures, as well as his low noncompliance
score, it was expected that Toby would make good progress
during the year.

In fact, he had outgained everyone except

Anquinette by the end of Phase II and surpassed her in
skills gained by the end of the year.

He also improved his

class standing (at Alisa's expense) on the end-of-year
achievement measures.
Alisa
Like Anquinette and Toby, Alisa did not display
frequent gesture or body movement, and she was a quiet and
shy child with the teacher.
entering skill measures.

She scored third highest on

However, Alisa frequently

irritated and disturbed other students.

For example, on one

occasion she kept her eyes on the teacher and kicked another
child under the table.

On another occasion she hid a

classmate's red crayon so that the child was unable to color
a red triangle (a task imposed by the teacher during
workbook task performance).

In class, Alisa demonstrated 22

noncompliant behaviors, 20 of which were in lesson segments
containing vital reading information, evenly distributed
over high and low frequency reading information sources.
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Analysis of Table 9, however, indicated that in contrast to
Charles, Alisa doubled the frequency of her noncompliance in
crucial lesson segments during Phase II.

Despite her

entering skills, Alisa's disruptive behavior and her
increasing noncompliance suggested that she might not make
as much progress as other students.

In fact,

she did not

gain as much as most of the other students, and she dropped
behind Toby in class standing on achievement scores.
Kenneth
In contrast to the four students described abqve,
Kenneth displayed a high frequency of gestures and body
movements.

He was, however, quiet and shy and unresponsive

to

Kenneth's entering skills were lowest (0) of the

oth~rs.

focal students.

The summary of his noncompliant behavior

(Table 9) indicated that during Phase II he displayed 47
noncompliant behaviors (the second highest frequency); 42 of
these occurred during crucial lesson segments which were
high frequency information sources.

His noncompliant

behavior remained consistently high during Phase II.
Field notes revealed that Kenneth's gestures and body
movements persisted on a regular basis during Phase II
(i.e., he seldom sat still).

Given the knowledge that

participation structure requirements curing crucial segments
did not permit non-verbal expression, Kenneth's gestures and
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body movements were expected to create problems in gaining
access.

Kenneth's display of these behaviors, however, were

usually "private" acts; that is, they seldom involved
communication with others.

Instead, his gestures were

usually made to himself (such as playing with his hands,
'shooting' himself and contorting his face) without
attracting or disturbing others.

Likewise, his body motions

(which ·consisted mostly of rocking his chair, dangling and
shaking his arms and slaping his knees) were not made to
initiate or accompany interaction, and did not appear to
disrupt others from tasks.

Additionally, on only six

occasions did his non-verbal behavior result in negative
teacher sanctions.

It appeared, therefore, that Kenneth's

non-verbal behavior, even though displayed during segments
forbidding such behavior, might not prevent his access to
learning opportunities.

Because his non-verbal behaviors

seldom accompanied interaction, and appeared to be
"fidgeting" behaviors rather than a learned interactive
form, no attempt is made here to relate these behaviors to
access from the cultural difference perspective.

Kenneth's

movements may have denied access to participation by being
sources of self distraction during times when participation
required full attention to teacher presentations (and hence,
be one way to explain his low skills level) but other
reasons for his learning difficulties appear more likely.
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Kenneth's noncompliant behavior (20) during teacher
presentation and workbook task segments (total noncompliance
during all segments = 47) appeared related to his inability
to understand and perform tasks.
evidenced in a number of ways.

This inability was
For example, he rarely gave

correct responses to questions when the teacher evaluated
students for their understanding of presented content.
usually replied by smiling at the teacher.

He

On occasions

when she persisted, he would show obvious anxiety by biting
his lip and squirming, suggesting his uncertainty.

Also,

Kenneth was seldom able to perform workbook tasks.

Many of

these tasks required tracing, circling, underlining and
drawing lines to connect figures.
any of these tasks.

He was unable to perform

Most of his work was never finished,

except on occasions when the teacher gave him individual
task help and told him what to do.

Early during the school

year the teacher provided an explanation for why Kenneth had
difficulty performing these tasks:
simple directions during tasks.

he was unable to follow

In spite of this, Kenneth

was expected to participate in segments requiring this
competence.
Interestingly, Kenneth was able to make some academic
progress in spite of his difficulties.

In fact, he made

considerable gains during the year, although his academic
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This progress might be explained

standing did not change.

by the fact that his noncompliant behavior during crucial
learning segments shifted during Phase II from those
segments containing high frequency information sources(teacher presentation and workbook tasks; teaching 8 vital
skills) to segments containing low frequency information
sources (table play, interaction during tasks, art projects;
teaching 5 vital skills).

As a result of adjusting this

behavior, he may have been able to gain access to some
reading information.
These observations suggest that Kenneth lacked the
ability to demonstrate academic competence in the ways
required by classroom structures to gain access to learning
opportunities.

Specifically, demands imposed by the way

basal program materials were used did not seem to be
congruent with Kenneth's abilities and needs.
Shi reef
Like Kenneth, Shireef displayed high frequency use of
gestures and body movement.

She interacted readily but was

also hostile and bossy on occasion.
interrupted

instruc~ion

She frequently

by displaying these behaviors.

had the second lowest entering score.

She

As indicated in Table

9, Shireef demonstrated the highest frequency of
noncompliance among focal students (N=85).

Figures show
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that 71 of these behaviors were in participation structures
operating during lesson segments which were high frequency
information sources.

Additionally, her noncompliant

behaviors nearly doubled over the ten week period measured
during Phase II.

As previously indicated, participation

structures most frequently employed to exchange reading
information were teacher initiated and required that
students avoid using gestures and body movements during
interaction.

Data revealed that Shireef had difficulty

complying with these requirements.

Shireef found it nearly

impossible to express herself without using both gestures
and body movements.

From the beginning of the school year,

she almost always "jumped up" and stood to give verbal
responses, while simultaneously gesturing with her arms and
making facial expressions.
Additionally, it was common for Shireef to "blurt out,"
commenting on things she heard the teacher mention.
interruptons were seldom tolerated.

These

During the first days

of school the teacher stopped instruction and patiently
explained to Shireef that she would have a chance to talk
later, but that she was to be a "listener" while others
talked.

During the first few weeks of the school year,

Shireef showed signs that she was learning some interactive
rules.

She would sometimes begin to blurt out and,

as
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though realizing her noncompliance, dramatically place both
hands over her mouth.
social demands,

While Shireef attempted to adjust to

she far exceeded her peers in frequency of

noncompliant behavior.

These behaviors were so frequent

that the teacher_ regarded them as distractions which
interrupted her teaching and the attention of other
children.

She frequently attempted to get Shireef to comply

with negotiations such as,

"If you sit still and be quiet,

will let you talk when I finish."

I

Shireef's behavior did

not change.
Workbook tasks were occasions when Shireef displayed
frequent noncompliant behaviors.

She often passed comments

to table members and attempted to engage them in· underground
talking.

The teacher regarded these behaviors as threats to

the compliance of other table members.

Therefore, Shireef

was removed from her place at Table 3 in the sixth week of
school and assigned to her own desk away from other
students, where she remained during "table tasks" for the
rest of the year.

This removal did not necessarily deny

Shireef access to a significant amount of vital reading
skill information because she remained part of the class
(but off to the side) and continued to participate in table
tasks at her own desk.

However, Shireef's subsequent social

behavior (which seemed related to her removal from the
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group) did result in fewer opportunities to participate in
crucial learning segments.
Observational data documented that removing Shireef
from the group did little to repress her noncompliant
behavior.

As mentioned earlier, her noncompliant behavior

nearly doubled during Phase II.

Being removed from the

group, Shireef seemed to find it increasingly necessary to
employ new tactics to interact with others.

For example,

she often excused herself to use the bathroom and used
occasions for getting materials from supply trays to
approach peers.

During these times she attempted to

interact by touching, making facial gestures and passing
notes.

During one workbook lesson, near the end of Phase

II, she made three trips 'pretending' to get her crayons.
On these occasions she took different routes, touching each
child as she passed.

Additionally, while at her desk, she

would wave to classmates, and make faces.

These increasing

noncompliant behaviors resulted in increased negative
teacher sanction.

Eventually, the teacher found it

necessary to turn Shireef's desk to face the wall during
workbook tasks so her tactics would be less distracting to
class members.

When this was done she was instructed not to

turn around and look at the other children.

Reacting to

this additional isolation, she would commonly push items
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from her desk top,

get out of her chair, turn around and

face class members and gain attention while retrieving her
belongings.
Shireef's learning gains were proportionately low.
Shireef's attempts to gain peer attention were probably
linked to the fact that she seldom kept pace with other
students during workbook tasks (high frequency vital reading
information sources), and she was seldom ready to advance to
other tasks when the teacher explained these and gave
directions for their completion.

Thus, Shireef was unable

to apply these directions to the required task (a
requirement for demonstrating academic competence).
Removing Shireef from the group appears to have contributed
to increased noncompliant behavior and lessened her access
to reading information.
Further Clarification of Case Differences
Further consideration was necessary to clarify the
achievement and compliance data reported in Table 15.
Looking first at Columns 1 and 5,

some changes in

academic rank order seemed to have occurred during the year.
Specifically, Toby and Anquinette have improved their class
standing over the course of the year.

They are also the

only two students to enter kindergarten with some SE, with
no excessive gestures or body movements and with quiet and
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shy behaviors.

Subsequently, these two students

demonstrated the lowest noncompliance of the six focal
students.
Looking at Columns 2, 6, and 7, the largest gains in
skills occurred for Toby and Anquinette, the two students
with the lowest noncompliance.

Further, the smallest gains

were registered for Shireef and Alisa, both of whom
demonstrated noncompliance that interrupted classroom
activities and disturbed other children.
These patterns suggest that while entering achievement
is a good prediction of exiting achievement scores of
kindergarten students, student competence at negotiating
teacher-controlled participation structures can make a
difference in achievement outcomes.

Specifically, special

success or special difficulties in gaining access to crucial
reading information can make a difference, both in academic
standing and in learning gains.
This chapter has identified demands for competence in
crucial reading information sources and compared behavior
during these sources with achievement scores and gains in
these sources to demonstrate that interactive behavior does
influence learning outcomes.
This chapter has identified crucial activity segments,
participation structures for access,

s~udent

competence and
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crucial learning segments and learning outcomes for six
black students in one classroom.

In Chapter V, patterns in

these data will be further discussed.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
This research suggests that competence and crucial
activity segments were associated with reading outcomes.
This association was supported by the data presented in
Table 15 and discussed in Chapter IV.

Namely, students

whose social and academic competencies did not easily mesh
with the teacher-controlled requirements for crucial
activity segments experienced learning gains proportionately
lower than other students.

Reading outcomes were associated

with activity segments because of the interrelatedness of
the following five factors:
l.

Vital reading skill information was organized into
certain activity segments in the focal classroom.

2.

Access to these crucial segments was determined by
certain participation structures.

3.

Some students were more successful than others at
complying with the requirements of these
participation structures.

4.

Noncompliance was associated with certain entering
characteristics and the match between participation
structures and student competencies.

l 31
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This research found that vital reading skill
information was presented within certain activity segments
in the focal classroom.

These segments were identified as

crucial activity segments.

Additionally, some segments were

identified as occasions more crucial than others for
teaching reading because the frequency and type of content
in some segments was greater than in others.

The

significance of this specification may be seen by viewing
Table 7 and Table 8 respectively.

For example, "interaction

during tasks" (a crucial activity segment) was a source of
only one vital reading skill (oral expression).

The

teacher's "content (lecture) presentation'' (another crucial
source), however, was a source of five vital reading skills
(including letter/sound knowledge, letter/sign recognition,
vocabulary, classification, and spatial relationships).
Access to these crucial activity segments was
determined by certain participation structures.

The most

commonly used participation structure during crucial
activity segments was teacher-student initiated and teacher
controlled interaction requiring students to remain silent
unless asked to respond by the teacher.

Student responses

within this participation structure generally did not
include non-verbal expression (i.e., gesture and body
movement).

This participation structure was used primarily
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during total or small group activities.

Another frequently

used participation structure during crucial segments allowed
students to initiate student-teacher interaction by hand
raising to bid-for-turn.

"Blurtings" and physical

approaches were seldom tolerated.

These two frequently used

participation structures were found to be similar to those
reported by Philips (1972).
Some students appeared more successful at complying
with participation structures than others.

That is, some

appeared to have little difficulty complying with
requirements to assume passive active roles.

Specifically,

noncompliance was associated with certain entering
characteristics.

It was found that students with certain

social and academic skills found it easier to demonstrate
interactional competence.

These students did not display

frequent use of gesture or body movements, and they
generally allowed the teacher to initiate and control
interaction.

Additionally, their interpersonal styles did

not interfere with teacher goals, and when required they
readily responded.

These students were also able to keep

pace with the academic demands of the curriculum.
It appeared by contrast that students who displayed
frequent use of gesture and body movement, who were verbally
active participants during interaction, whose interpersonal
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form interferred with the teacher's task goals, and who
lacked the information to comply with academic requirements
of total group instruction, had difficulty attempting to
match their behavior with interactional demands in the
classroom.

Students who displayed these behaviors had

difficulty demonstrating competence when they were required
to assume passive interactive roles and use constrained
expressive forms.

Thus, compliance in participation

structures became a precondition for gaining access to
crucial learning segments and to learning opportunities.
Compliance in participation structures, therefore,
functioned to filter student access to learning
opportunities.
Implications
1.

Students' entering behaviord and their nonverbal
interactional patterns appear to help explain why
some students in classrooms learn to read while
others do not.

Students who have low task relevant

entering skills and who prefer to use gestures and
body movements, and who tend to interrupt the
teacher-dominated flow of classroom activities
experience unusual difficulty in gaining access to
the participation structures most commonly found in
classrooms.

Since these participation structures
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are the primary interactive mechanisms in the
exchange of vital reading information, any
limitation to access can interfere with learning.
The student profile comprised of entering skills,
interpersonal styles, and classroom interactional
features, describes a set of variables used to
applicable to all students.

Therefore, any student

in an elementary school class with similar
participation structures who exhibits a profile
similar to the one described above may also
encounter difficulty in gaining access to learning
opportunities.
The generalizability of these findings to
populations other than SBE speaking students is
possible because dialect did not impede access to
participation structures.

However, dialect is

frequently cited in other investigations as an
influential factor in gaining access and should not
be ignored as a potential source of learning
interference.
2.

The major constructs of this study (i.e.,
participation structures, student competence,
crucial activity segments, vital reading
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information) and their interrelationships provide a
useful framework for looking into classrooms and
charting the course of student performance.

This

framework of constructs and their
interrelationships can enhance our understanding of
student learning opportunities and outcomes across
a wide variety of content areas and grade levels.
Thus, it can be a useful tool for staff developers,
teacher educators, researchers, and other persons
who want to ask questions about student-teacher
interactions and their potential effects on student
outcomes.
3.

The teacher's decisions are critical factors in
influencing access to participation structures.
She/he is generally in control of what structures
are to be used and who is likely to gain access to
these structures.
omnipotent.

However, the teacher is far from

Decisions about curriculum and

materials, which also affect selection of
participation structures and subsequent access to
learning opportunities, are often made at higher
levels within the systemic hierarchy.

Thus, the

eventual solutions to the problem of students not
learning to read must involve more than change in
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individual teacher behavior.

Certainly teachers

need to be aware of unintended effects of the
instructional environments they create.

Similarly,

policy makers must also be aware of the
implications of instructional mandates for the
selection of participation structures and,
therefore, or the learning opportunities and
outcomes of individual students.
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Features of Black American English
Phonological Features
Certain sounds may be omitted from medial and/or final positions:

Ir/ from words such as guard (becoming /god/)
/1/ from words such as tall and help (becoming /taw/ and /hep/)
/t/, /d/, /s/, and /z/ in final clusters in words such as past,
bites, nest (becoming /pass/, /bite/, and nes/)
Some final consonants may be lost in words such as bat and hand
(becoming /bah/ and /han/)
Certain sounds may be similarly pronounced or interchanged:
/m/ and /n/ may be indistinguishable in words such as ram
(becoming /ran/)
/th/ in initial position may become /d/ in words such as them
(becoming /dem/)
/sk/ in medial or final position may become /ks/ in words such as
ask (becoming /aks/)
/th/ in final position may become /v/ or /f/ in words such as
breathe and both (becoming /breev/ and /bohf/)
/sk/ may be substituted for /st/ in initial position in such words
as street (becoming /skreet/)
/el and /i/ may become indistinguishable in words such as pen
and pin (becoming /pin/ and /pin/)
Syntactic Features
Certain transformations may occur in verb forms:
The present tense, third person: He walks becomes He walk.
The present progressive: She is singing becomes She sing.
The past tense irrengular: He took it becomes He taken it.
Past perfect irregular: He has taken it becomes-He have took it.
Future: I am going to do it may become I'm a do it.
Present habitual: She is (always) doing it raay become She be doing it.
Past habitual: He used to do it may become He been doing it.
Certain transformations may occur in sentence structure:
Negation: They don't have any may become They don't got none.
Questions
Indirect: I asked if he fixed it may become I asked did he fix it?
Direct: How did you do that may become How you do that?
The subject: ay mother is there may become ~ly mother, she there.
Plural nouns: Those pencils may become Then pencils.
P~ssessive:
Phillip's book may become Them pencils.
SOU~CE:

Zintz (1975).
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Examples of Students' Speech Forms*
Alisa (SBE)

Kenneth (SBE)

"We gonna play wif em games?"

"I knows how'd do dat."

"Hey, (d)at bird in nes!"

"Dem's plasic (plastic)."

"He doin is jus fine."

"Heda black man?"

Anquinette (SE and SBE)

Shireef (SBE)

"That's jus on this side (of book)."

"Ma morrrrna, she get'n me candy."

"I wanna drink too."

"Hey teachea, he taken ma puzzle!"

"My dog sick with a cold."

"Dems' my'in."

Charles (SBE)

~

"An big kids come wif em."

"It gonna rain through t'day
t' morra."

"Dem letter say school bus."

(SE and SBE)

"He aks me for my book."

"Cuz he wait'en on someone ta
come out da house."

"I ain't got paint on me."

Darleen (SBE)

Ingred (SBE)

"I go'in da bafroom."

"I seen 'er wif it."

"Dat's my'in!"

"Den we gotta get off ct:.z-a dem."

"Was'n me, cus las year I'uz
a baby."

"Her gc'in get it."

~

(SBE)

"Why he cry'en?"
"Look-a dis, a bus wif a nummer!"
"You wan us color 'er legs?"
*Ten samples of each student's speech were examined to determine
whether they were primarily users of SBE, SE, or both SBE and
SE. Samples were taken from observational data and examined
for phono~ogical and syntactical features. Of the nine students
examined, two used (mixed) SBE and SE regularly. All others
spoke predominately SBE. Tape recordings of each child's speech
during lessons were useci to verify their assigned speech form.
Assignment was based upon repeated use during both peer-!Jlay and
lesson tasks.
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Table 1
Student Profile Summary (Phase I)

Background Information
Age

Sex
Focal
Stud.

H

F

Alisa

yes

I

Anquinette

yes

y

Charles

yes

y

y

Darleen

Lucy
Shireef

yes

Toby

yes

Code:

y

!lendstart

I

!

I
ML ! l.M IM

y

y

y

ly

y

y

y

y

y

None

I

y

H

f

Grandparents

I

.

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Y = Yes

*T.'lble placement at end of three week per lod of Phase I.
summary of student's enterng skills, sec Table 4.

For detailed

hours of selected observation.

y

I

Reluctant
to interact,
shy, quiet
y

y

y

y

y

y

I

y

I

y

y

y

4L;

!IF

Lln14uistic form
Verbal
Nonverbal
Kinesics
SE(
Frequent body
SE SBE SBE gestures movement

;

y

y

y

**Frequency for :rnmpling of

at Home

y

y

y

II Part>nts

y

y

y

Nursery
School

SES

Bl:lck

y

y

yes

Previouo; Schoolinrc

5

y

ly

Ingred
~enneth

4

Race

.

Entering Interactive Bcilavior

y
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

.

II

I

I

IntPrnersoncil Fnrm
Hostile,
Readily
unfriendly,
inter:icts, antagonistic,
out-gnin~
defensive

y

y

y

y

1 (ll)

2

3

Over
Three
Wc:eks

CJf

Noncomplia11t
Behavior

4(L)

I

'•

I

0

y

3

0

y

1J

1

y

10

8

y

y

y

5

'.!

y

y

y

10

I)

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Fn~·~uency

y

y

y

y

bORSV

'i

y

y

Child-incharge,

y

y

y

U0ys
.'\l:s~nt

Pleasant,
kind,
fr iendl v

y

I

lnteracti vt'
Competence**

Entering Skill;;
by Table
Placement*

y

y

y

y

y

48

()

y

y

y

31

]

y

y

2

(l
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Table 4
Indication of~·Academic Entering Skills
for All Students* (Phase I)

Students

Abilitv To
Foll.:iw
SimplP.
Directicms

Verbal
Ability
lnteacts
EasLly

Resp:mds
When Asked

Alisa

y

y

Anquinett·e

y

y

Charles

y

Darh~en

Nt•n-

!'esponsiYe

.

Names
Colors:
Red, Slue
Grceu, YeJ lou
No.
Correct
Yes

Knows
Left
From
Rirht

Recognition
of Random
Letter
Names (5)

No. G.

Correct

Writes
First
"~--

Yes

All

4

y

3

y

y

4

y

4

y

y

y

4

y

y

1

y

y

Part

y

I

Keuneth
y

Lucy
Shi reef

y

Tol'>y

4

1

y

4

y

0

y

4

y

2

4

y

3

y

.

Y = Yes
./=Student's knowledge of item, but lacking satisfactory dem•mstr:ition of ·~ompetenc.e.

2

Circle

Sriuare

Trian2le

I

•

4

I

I

./

3

I

I

I

-

Recalls
Home
/\ddress

1

I

0

y

2

6

y

y

1

7

y

y

1

9

4

1

4

2

4

0

3

3

y

3

3

y

2

5

I

I

0

I

./

,. '

)

I

./

.

I
·-

Total
Number-JO

fl ves

I

I

Tahle **
Placement

Yes

0

I

'

Identification
Of Shapes
,I - Student !\new Shane

0

I

*Indication o( entering skills for all black students. Information obtained informally by teacher otrnervation of studf'nts'
abilities during first five days of school.
**Table placement is according to 1 (high) through 4 (low).

Code:

I

.

1
0

None

Let tcr
Sounds (51
No.
Corre.::t
Yes

I

0
y

Of Random

y

T

-

Inp,retl

KnuwlcdgP

Knowledge of
Letters in
First Name

y
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Table 7
Vital Reading Information Sources
Vital Reading In:for:nation·

I·. I"I~

Shews that some sezinents 3re
~crucial than ~thers :or
gaining access to reading
i~fo!':Ilatior. sources.

P •

!

c

I, I~-"

. I;

specific reading
~n£or.'tation is focuseC on
(primary content thrust 0£

?R!~.AR.Y:

!~

11

se;:nen::;.

I • INCLUDED: Other reading
informatior. is included,
but is not the focused
inten: of the segcent.

1

! :•!

Cal! to Attention &.

iAn~ouncement c1 f Activitv

; Intro. oi Content 0:
:Di~e~ticns for ?ar:~c.

!j

0

j

0

I

!~Lc~c~c~u~r~e'--..,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,..._~._,..,--._..,...flil;--flfi..,...lli---,...,,--:~--l§!'-1i!I"--:~-;
!ContencJDemonstracion,
j
i Inoue I Pix. Charts. Firys.
y
s•s Shar~ Experiences
1
R2. Con!:ent
iT Eval's 1 >:e'::'bal Ouiz
!Grasp of
Student
Ccntent
Demons:ration
17 Gives Direc=ions
fer Task Accivitv
0
I "tudects IGet ~te~iacs
1

T's

1

IChan2:e

Move

A!"~·1nd

1

I

Ar:.

i

•.
•
~

; Task

·..;orkbooK Tasks

! Weet<.lv ReaCer
!A.a azine

!

iDesk c'~T~~~owi~e:....::P~l~a~v..,.....,.....,.....,...~--....;,,...~,.,,_..;_;:,....--;;,-_,;;....._,;CJ111.._,,i....,,..-iijl-...,~~:--

Il

j ?erior~
! mance ;~on!Desk
.
1

0

!Le;ca~ior:.

~:~A~r~c-...!P~r~c~i~e~c~c~s..,.....,.....,...~...;....;.;..~;;,;...-'-i;--.;..,;-+;:..,--',;.-.rc"-r'--f!llt-r-'":'::--:C1

!-!cvil::'!s. FS' s

._.5~,~o~r~~...::c~:~r~o~l~e..,.....,.....,.....,.....,...-"-..,..._.,._..,.....,.....,.....___,._..,.....,...__,._i!l!'!--. ...,.....,...L..,...•

Kines:hetics
Sin in
Stuaet":ts Share ~teria ls
Inte~acticr. Durin
Task
i,

indi•1iCud.l IQ.SK
i.ri Giver.

~e:

On-goic~fObservation

Eval.
Tasi<

I Wait

&

IObservation{,

of!Ver~al

Pe~fo~.

u!z

1

;! ;

Demcnst~ation

for Otb.ars to

, ?inish Task

!

Cali co Attention &

:

~:i. ":Ii Se~i:o~t~

f

'
Y:

~

1

j

iY

! ::
;

'

'

1

I

i

'

!I

0

Ji[

5

j;

:y:

~

0

I

I
!

J

1'·~~.:~~~~~u~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~;-s~~~·~~~~-rA""~~~~~..,.....,.....,..._,..,...,~Y~,--,.-t[..,....,,.,.-.,,..-;-,!!o"t'"!......,,,~,.;---;------,.-!~
1

!.nz Soec:.:i.=

C,:id.;;

?!"i!!lari lv Ieacn .. I

1

~'.:'

:.'J

_..

!.'!.

F-~ading :n,,:f.:~:,o!'Til.!!;:a_:t_:oi.=;o~n..!I_ _ _~---_;,------...;...---...;...-

Y = "les·!~.cluded
• • "ics-?:-ir.iary
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Figure 2
The Three Essential Components of Participation
Structures and the Possible Conditions for Each Component, as
Observed in the Research Classroom.
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Table 8
Essential Components of Participation Structures Operating in the Research Classroom
According to Crucial Activity Segments Teaching Vital Reading Information
Activity Segmcnt.H Cruclal
to the Exchauce of

Vital Rea.ding lnfonunt1.on
Nomla!r of

Prlmary ReaJtng

Sources

-----~l_'l!I ,, __

P~r

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

F

N

I

NA

N

N

F

N

I

NA

F

H

·-;>----<1----·~--

N

N

I

F

~-----

F

N

N

N

N

N

N

F

N

lndlv.

Chor;tl

N

NA

N

Ni\

N

NA

Ni\

NA

NA

F

N

y

N

""""'I

I

F

N

N

N

I

N

F

N

---!------·- --N

N

NA

N
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I

I

NA

I
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F
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N
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F

F

I

F
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N

N

F

N

I

N
N

NA
f

l

NA

I

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

l

v
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F

N

NA
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Table 9
Frequency of Fo~al Student Noncomplaint Interactive
Behavior in Crucial Activity Segments Over A
10 Week
Period (Phase II)
,~~!umll£r of
Primarv Readinr.
Sources Per
Segl!IP.nt

~

3
IT' ntent

Mn

T
II

'

.. 7 Iinput

I

3

Cont~t

Pix-Charte-Fflts.
S's Share Experiences
1
/Re
8 l~r::: 1 ~; jv-:-rbal Quiz
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1

7

3

1

I

2

1

I
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I
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2
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!
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l
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1

1

4

1
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2
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I

4
R

1

I

5

2

1

1

1

3

5

1

,

I
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1
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0 Clean Up,
, P1Jt Away

I

2
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Noncomp liance DurJng
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Total Noncompliance

I
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3

I

3

I

5

I
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I
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I

5
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2
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l

I

3

I

4

Indicates those focal students most likely to ga i n access to vltnl reading in(orm:ltion.
F.nch period r. One 3 hr. class session each week for two we~ks.
both total and sub-group.
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Table 12
Indication of Focal Student's Academic Achievement
E~d of Phase II*

,___.

t~tJle

To

Follow
Simple
Directions

Contributr>s
'io

Discussion

Student

Recognizes
Eight
l\asic
Cul ors
No.

Correct

Knows
Left
From

Rir:ht

Y~s

Recognizes & SRys
Letter Names
A to Z
Few Some Most Yes

Alisa

y

Anquinette

y

y

y

y

y

Charles

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y
y

Toby

y

y

A To Z

Few Some Most

y

I

y

y

./

y

y

'

.

./

./
y

./

*Data Taken From Student Report Cards Covering Grading Periods 1 and 2.
**Both Upper and Lower Case Letters.
Code:

./ = Student's Knowledge of Item, But Lacking Satisfactory Demonstration of Competence.

Y ,. Yes
***Writes "a" Back'.;arc!s . .

.6./ 0

y

I

y

"!es

Reco:;nizes
Writes
I<Jentif ies ObNumber::
Numbers
jects According
0 to 10 __ 0 to 10
To Shape
Yes
No.
No. Yes
Correr:t
Correct
0 ves
0

I

I

4

Kenneth
Shireef

./

1lrit0s Letter
Names Correctly

I

I

Writes
First
Name
Correctlv

I
I

Knows
Hume
Address

Total

--Yes
~-!Pmi...1er

T'S= 11

***

y

5

y

y

y

10

y

y

y

10

./

3

J

I

I

I

y

y

2

3

J

I

I

./

y

y

4

9

7

y

y

8

y

--
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Table 13
Indication of Focal Student's Academic Achievement
End of School Year

Able To
Follow
Simple '
Uirect1.ons

Recognizes
Completes
A

Sequence

Contributes
To
Discussion

Student

Mos'"

VPS

r. ..w

c~-a

y,, ..

I

Writes
Numbers
0 t<' 10
No.
Correct Yes

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

I

I

y

7t

y

y

I

I

y

8t

y

Charles

y

y
"

y

Phonics
Skills

Recop;nizes
Numbers
0 to 10

y

y

Kenneth

1.i~~. .-

Of

y

An<1uinette

y

**Both Upper and Lower Case letters
tWrites 3, 4, 1 backwards,
These distinctions entered on report card (few-some-many),

y

y

*Data taken from student report cards.covering grading periods 3 and 4.

Note:

i~ 0 Ma

A To 7.

Demo.
Knm.rl edge

y

y

y

Few

Writes l.ettcr
Names
Ct'rrectly

y

y

Toby

Rii?ht

Rccogn:h:es & Says
Lett'i!r
Names
A to Z

y

y

y

.

KnowR
Left
From

y

Alisa

Shlreef

Recognizes
Eight
Basic
Colors

Code:

y

Y "' Yes
I • Student's knowledge of

item, but lacking satisfactory demo11stn1ticn of
competence.

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Writes
First &
Last
Names
Correctlv

Classifies
Objects
According
To
Shane

Size

I

I

Pos.

Knows
Home
Address

II Yes

Ye!?<
y.

y

10

y

y

y

13

y

y

y

l3

I

y

y

s

I

y

y

6

y

y

12

y

ll

Total
Number
= 13

'

Table 14
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (Outcomes)
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AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF INTERACTIVE FACTORS
AFFECTING ACCESS OF BLACK KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS
TO PARTICIPATION STRUCTURES AND READING INFORMATION
by
Ronald Edward Diss
(ABSTRACT)
This study examined factors related to how the
interactive behaviors of a group of Black kindergarten
children, as demonstrated within the social organization of
the classroom, may be related to reading readiness
achievement outcomes.

Cultural differences in language use,

the demands for cooperation in mainstream schools, and
established patterns of social interaction were examined as
reasons for differential outcomes among blacks.

Verbal and

non-verbal forms of expression and social interactions, as
displayed by students and teacher in the classroom, are
related to whether students gain access to participation
structures and, therefore,

learning opportunities.

In this

ethnographic study participant observation was the method
used to collect data.
In the research classroom, linguistic form was not a
factor in gaining access to participation strucures.

This

study suggests, however, that access to reading information
was limited to competent students who complied with social
and academic demands to gain access to participation
structures operating in crucial lesson segments and,
therefore,

learning opportunities.

